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ABSTRACT

This thes¡s concerns ¡tself w¡th a study of amorphous silicon (a-si). Pri'

marily it was an experlmental investigation. Basic electrical and optical pro-

perties were obtained for a -siN, :H, a mate¡ial of increasing commercial

interest for xerography, Two deposition systems were developed¡ l) an elec'

tron beam evaPoratlon system which attempted to facilitate the incorporatlon

of hydrogen into the growing film by reactive evaporation, and i¡) a microwave

glow discharge system whefe the plasma could be contained by an externally

applied dc magnetic field. The evapotation syslem was only moderately suc'

cessful, whereas the microwave glow discharge was very srccessful in pfoduc.

ing high quality films whlc-tr displayed a considerable var¡ation of properties

governed prlmarily by the plasma confinement. The effect of hydrogen incot'

poration in a -si was exploited to advance a -si:H syslems fot archival

storage. The mater¡al was found to be well suited as a mater¡al for both opti-

cal and electron beam interrogated systems. The theorbtical contrlbution of

this thes¡s is in advancing a disct¡ssion of fractal geometry which we conside¡

as providing an alternative perspective for the study of disordered semicon'

ductors, in particular of hydrogenated amorphous silicon. Experimentally

observod anomalies such as transient photoconducivity, linear electronic den-

sity of states, and the hydrogen dependenca of the dc conductiv¡ty were dis-

cussed in terms of a fractal structure which undergoes a fractal to Euclidean

crossover.
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CHAPTER 1

GENERAL OVERVIEW

Ll. lntroductþn

lnthischapter'oufaimisnottobecomprehensiveindescribingthe
presentstateofamorphowsemlconductingmaterials,lnstead,thischapter
will provide an outline of current fabrication techniques, expefimental charac'

terization methods, and will touch upon some ot the apPlications of amor-

phous materials, topics which are relevant to the material of later chapters.

An attempt will be made to del¡neate current theories and models that have

beenproPosedtodescr¡betheamorphousstate.s¡ncemostworkonamor-
phorc semiconductors has focused on tetrahedrally bonded amorphous solids'

mrrch of the following discrssion will be based upon hydrogenated amorphous

silicon (a -si;H) as a fepresentative material. This is also consistent with the

theme of a-si:H properties whiçh form the experimental basis of this thesis.

An add¡tional reason for basing the discussion on a -si:H is that it has been

widely studied by other workers and an abundance of literature is available for

this mate¡ial,

1.2. ìlethods ot Fabr¡catlon

one of the striking differences between amorphous and crystalline silicon

is that ths absorption coefi¡cient for crystall¡ne silicon in the visible spectrum is

approximately an order of magnitude less than that for the amofphous

material, This implies that if crystallino silicon were to be used as solar cell

material it would have to be approximately 50pm thick, whereas lf amorphous

silicon were to be use.d it would only have to be 1pm thick in order to absorb

the same amount of incident radiation, For this reason, much of the develop'

ment ¡n amorphots materials has been restricted to thin films. The chronologi'

cal development of thin film fabrication têchniques is ror.rghly as follows;

electron.beam or thermal evaporat¡on [1'1], dc and rf sputtering [1.2'1'3]' reac-

t¡vê sputtef¡ng [1,4], and plasma enhanced chemical vapor deposition (PECVD)

[1.5]. other fabrication techniques are basically combinations or varlations of

these methods of deposition [1,6,1.7]. Details of these fabr¡cation techniques

can be found in S. Mejia's M,Sc dissertation [1'8]'
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Each method of deposltion has advantages and disadvantages' For

example,' the e-beam ovaporat¡on sys1ems havo att¡ibutes of high deposition

rates and excellent tilm uniformity, but suffer from poor electfical pfopert¡es pri-

marily duê to an exlfemely high density of states within the bandgap [1,9]. lt is

accepted that the incorporation of atomic hydrogen in the a -si network

reduces the density of these gap slates and enhances both the êlectrical pro'

perties and the optoelectronic propert¡es. sevsral evaporation systems have

been sr€gêsted, which attempt to facil¡tate tho incorporation of atomic hydro'
,

gen [1,t0].'spgtter deposited material suffers from ¡on and electron bombard'

ment, brrt in reactive plasmas, where H2 is. added to the sputtering gas, ¡ncor-

porât¡on of atomic hydrogen is facilitated.'The ditficulty of H incorporation ¡s

overcome in PECVD systems where the gas employed is usually some combi'

nation of SiH4 and H2, Disadvantages assoc¡ated with PECVD or glow

discharge (GD) systems as they are often referred to, is the difficulty associ'

ated with incorporating mater¡als such as Al or sn which a¡e not d¡rectly

available in a gaseous form.4 Variations of CVD techniquês (eg' HOMO'CVD

[1.11]) have been developed which could potentially overcome some of these

difficulties, but associated with HOMO-CVD is the disadvantage of it be¡ng a

hot wall technique as opposed to conventional cvD methods wh¡ch employ an

rf susceptoi: One distinct advantage of these CVD methods is the wide selec-

tion of metal-organic reactants which can be used in the vapor stream to

¡ncorporate a variety of metals'

n, The largest single factor in the development of a-Si:H technology was

the fortuitous discovery of the beneficial eftects of the incorporat¡on of atomic

hydrogen. For this reason the PECVD fabrication techniques with their

¡nherent H incorporation ability have dictated both the academic and industr¡al

development of the a -Si:H technology' Until recently, the development of

photovolta¡c dev¡ces has dominated the philosophy of desirable amorphous

semiconductof propertles. with a photovoltaic emphas¡s in mind, PECVD sys-

tems came to the forefront in fabrication technology, ln chapter 2, we discuss

ouf experimental research on the optoelectronic propert¡es of amorphous

s¡licon-nitrogen alloys, which are expected to find many other applications in

dsvlce technology.

PECVD is a complex process lhat is still not well understood. Neverthe-

less, its wids use for thin film fabrication has stimulated resea¡ch aimed al

understanding and ¡mpfoving this techn¡que, Maior contribut¡ons towards this
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goal have consistsd of study¡ng film properties as ftflcl¡ons of plasma powor'

gas flow, gas prêssure, reactant concentrations, etc' [1'12'1'13]' lt shouH be

noted that the effect of the frequency of the electro-magnetic exc¡tat¡on of the

plasma on the film propertiss is virtually unknown. Very little lnformation is

availabls in the litsrature about PECVD systems operating in the 50 MHz to

microwave ranga, consequêntly, ono of the motivations for this study has

been to fabrlcate and characteflze thin amorphous films depositod at a plasma

excitation frequency in the frequency range: specifically al 2.45 GHz [1'14]'

This work ¡s describod in Chapter 3.

withtheadventofmanynewaPplicationsfora-Si:Hbasedsystems'
there has been rejwenated interest ¡n sxploiting the advantagês associated

with alternat¡ve fabrlcation techniques. To this end, part of this work was

devoted to developing an altefnative method of a -si:H deposit¡on, lncluding

the fabricâtion and characlerization of thin films prepared by Activated Reac'

t¡veEvapofation(ARE)[1'15,1.16]'Chapter4describestheresuhsofthis
researclt.

1.3. Charscterhat¡on Technlqueg

This sec"tion provides an overview of the most common character¡zation

techniques used in thls thesis. These methods provide information about com-

position, morphology, opt¡cal propert¡es and electron¡c pfoperties of thin tilms'

several techniques are also available for studying plasma properties which

can then be related to the f¡lm propert¡es.

lndeterminingmorphology'scanningelêc'tfonmicroscopyandX.ray
diffraction techn¡ques are employed, composition information is obtained from

lR spectroscopy and energy dispersive X-ray analysis, optical propsrties are

obtained via visible and near lR spectroscopy and corroborated by spectfally

resolved ell¡psometry [1.17]. Electfical proporties are primarily derived from the

temperatufe dependence of dark-conductivity (o ¿ ) and spectrally fesolved

photo.conductivitymeasurements'Theelectricalpropertiesargpefhapsthe
most sensit¡ve parametefs monitofed and provide an excellent benchmark for

producing optimal thin tilms.

Many more sophisticated techniques are currsntly employed ¡n othêr

laboratories,butthoselistedaboveafethemostcommon'Forexample,pho-
toluminescence,slMsandAugeranalys¡s,aswellasEgRandphotoemission
spectroscopy heve all been feported in the litsrature. For preliminary system

3



development and tilm character¡zation the techniques employed here are usu-

ally suff¡cisnt.

1.4. Applhet¡ons of Amorphous Semlconductors

The primary motivat¡ng forcE behind the development of thE a-Si:H

technology has been the quest for photovoltalc power. solar cell efficlencies

havo been reported at greater than 'l0oÅ [1.18,1.19], a considerable triumph con-

sidering that just over a decade ago there was controvefsy regarding the pos'

sibility of doplng a -si. Following the developmsnt of a -si:H for photovoltaic

devices came a host of other appllcations.

Several applications of a -Si:H are in ths area of xerography' vidicon

devices, field effect devices, ccD arrays, threshold switching, and archival

storage. Part of this study included applying a-si:H as a media for a¡chival

storage, for both optlcal and êlectron'beam interrogated systsms' as

descfibed in chapter 5. Another material extensively stud¡ed (chaptor 2) was

n¡trogenatod a -si:H as mentioned above, with applications in xerography

and integratsd c¡rcu¡ts.

1.5. Baslc Devlce PhYslca

Thsre are seve¡al models currently employed to understand the basic

amorphous material and device physlcs and to describe the experimentally'

observed phenomena. Thls sect¡on inch¡des a brief discussion of the amor'

phous stats and then outlines several of the most common theories ln the

l¡terature, Finally it or¡tlines an arêa wh¡ch we feel is relevant to amorphous

materials, and will advance the coniecture that amorphous mater¡als display

fractal behavior.

Amorphous semiconductofs are characterized by thg repetit¡on of one or

more basic molecular un¡ts withorrt ths strrcture assoclated with an infinite

periodic array. That is, amorphots mater¡als lack long range order of consti'

tuent atoms, brf they are not completely dlsordgred on the atomic scale' There

ex¡sts strong correlation and ordering up to th¡rd of fourth nearest-neighbours'

with respect to bond angle and bond longth. lt is the short fangs order that

provides the amorphous solid with much of its crystalline-like behavior. As a

consequenco of the lack of long range ordsr, the most powerful theorsm in the

theory of crystalline solids, known as Bloch's theorem, is however no longer

valid. This is because Bloch's theorem depends uPon translational invariance

4



of the crystall¡ne unit cell.

Most amorphous syslems are a comblnation of fully coordinated and

defect¡ve amorphous states. Dêfect¡ve amorphous states, e9, unsaturated dan-

gling bonds, combined w¡th nearesþneighbour bond length and bond angle

flrrctuations give rise to strong electronic scattering and short coherence length

of one-electron wavo functions. undor these condit¡ons many afguo thst the

momsntun selection rules break down, creating one of tho most important

differences bôtween the amorphous and crystalline states. Furthefmore, ths

presorvation of short range order is argued to be responsible for an'energy

gap' and band edges, Near the band edges, tluctuations in the atomic

configuration give rise to fluctuat¡ons ¡n the potential experienced by an elec-

tron, These flrætuations are responsibls for band-ta¡l localized states. Tfansi-

tions between localizêd states a¡ê allowed only to tha extent that there is spa'

tial overlap of the localized wave functions. Po¡nt defects within the material

such as dangling, or unsatisfied, sillcon bonds arê expected to also yield a high

density of defect states within the gap'

The first general theory or model to be discussed ¡s attributed to N'F' Mott

and E.A. Davls [1.20], although significant contr¡butions are otten crsdited to

Cohen, Fritzche and Ovsh¡nsky [1'21]' The Davis'Mott model was largely

based upon experimental observations, optical absofption measuroments

suggested the ex¡stence of an enetgy gap Eor¡iwhich was ¡nterpreted to be a

consequence of thg short-range order. An observed temperature dependence

of conductivity s¡milar to that found ln semiconductors, suggested that Eopt

separated tha extended states ¡n thg valence and conduction bands. ln¡tial

difficulties assoc¡ated with doping or sh¡fting the position of the Ferm¡ level led

Mott to postulatê the ex¡stencs of a finite density of states N(E) at the Ferm¡

level EF. This finite density of states at E¡ was argued to result from defects

in the atomic network, ln view of the activated nature of the conductivity these

states would havg to be localized. Mott then derived an expression for conduc'

tion in localized states at lhe Fermi level, which has since becoms known as

Mott's f-ía law. ln the Davis'Mott model the lack of long'range order is

claimed to be responsible for band-tail localized states. conduction in the

band-tail localized slates ¡s exPected to contribute most slrongly ¡n the tem'

perature range between conduction in extended states and conduct¡on at EF.

Before leavlng thê Davis-Mott model, we point out that i/ott predicted a mob¡l'

ity edge at the transition enofgy between the eLtended and localized states in



the bands.

The second model to be discussed here is attr¡buted to M.H' Brodsky

l'1.24. n is refened to as the quantum-well model; although or¡ginally basêd

upon a -Si:H, it is spaculated to be relevant to other amorphous semiconduc'

tor systems as well. As opposed to macroscopic models, tho quantum-well

¡epresentation is based upon a microscopic structural pictufe, and its band

strrJcture consequsnces, The assumption ls that the potential disturbance

about the Si -H bond is finite, Elêctrons or holes near band gap energies see

difforent potsntials nea¡ Si-H bonds than they do near Si-Si bonds' The

result of this is that different regions of space have different bandgaps. There

are fegions containing only si atoms bounded by barrier regions with larger

bandgaps due to nearby Si -H bonds, The barrier heights would be some'

what less than what wouH be exPected for head'on ¡mpact with Si -H bonds'

The redr¡ced barrier heights for a given si region would be datermined by lhe

mlnimum of the saddle between peaks centered at lhe Si -H bonds' Elec-

trons with energy less than this redr¡ced barier would be localized while elec-

trons w¡th enefgy groater than the redrrced barfler would become dolocalizêd,

A similar argument holds for holes. The quanttm well nature of the s -Si:H
system is dus to the bounded a -Si wells having quant¡zed energy levels' The

number and location of each energy level depsnds on the well's dimension'

and a macroscopic average is claimed to yield a band of localized levels,

Brodsky has ind¡cated areas where ths quantum well model has been corre'

lated to ssveral oxpar¡mental observations, but also po¡nts out the neôd for

furthêr resoarch, One stæh area of research wouH be ths examination of

spatlally-coincident quantum wells,

The lhlrd and final model to be briefly discussed is the small polaron

model attributsd to Em¡n and Holste¡n [1.23], Emin and Holste¡n argue that

when the ong-eleclron Hamiltonian is coupled w¡th electron-phonon interaction

and phonon Hamiltonians, a negatlve perturbat¡on in ths system Hamiltonian

occurs when the electron is contined to a fegion on thê order of the atomic

spacing, The coupling between tho compressed one-elactron wavefunction and

the phonon wavefunction combine to form a stable state, that ¡s' a small

polaron, Ths term polaron ¡efers to the quasi'particle comprising the self'

trapped eloctron and ths associated atomic displacement Pattern. The small

polaron model ¡s argued to bo d¡rectly applicable to eleclrons d¡rectly above

the mobility edge in amorphot¡s semlconductors, Below the mobil¡ty edge' in



the locatizgd statg regime, the electron-phonon lnteract¡on and phonon Hamil-

tonians enhance and reinforce localization. Emin afgues that the diso¡der

associated with amorphism facilitates the formation of polarons, and that man'

ifestations of polaronic formation should be made evident from transport

experimsnts, The mobility of small'polarons ¡s expected to be qulte small'

slnce self-trapped carriers can only move in fesponse to alterations in ths

carrier-indrced potential well which confines the carrier. Motion of the small-

polaron ln disordered systems is always by phonon-assisted hopping' At

sutficient r, the electronlc small-polaron hopping motion is aclivated lvith an

activation enefgy. Emin points out sevefal qual¡tative modrelations between

experimental obsErvations and the small-polaron model, but also notes that

thsro remains much work to be dons in understanding disordered systems.

The småll polaron model of Emin and Holstein has not yet been w¡dely

accepted by those working ln the field of amorphotts semiconductors.

An ahernative perspective will be presented in Chapter 6 of th¡s thesis

based upon fractal geometry, and its ¡elevance to the understanding of amor-

phous matsrials srch as a -Si:H. Such a perspective has bsen very illuminat-

ing in recent stud¡es of other disordered systems. our argument is that there

is enough expsrimental and theoretical evldence to warrant further study along

these lines. one reason to suspsct an underlying fractal-geometrical basis for

the physics of amorphous sem¡conductors ls the abssnce of translational

invariance in thsse mater¡als. lnstead, thefe is in disorder nothing to preclude

dilation lnvariance, and indeed there are many physical arguments in favor of

srch a 'symmetry'. Sevêral experimental results also lead us to seriously con'

sider tho rolo of fractals. These results ars the exper¡mentally-determined

conduction band density of states, which displays a linear energy dependence

as opposed to the quadratic dependencs commonly associated with three

d¡menslonal homogenoous solids, and the expêrimentally-obss¡ved dispersive

transport. Another reason to suspect fractal behavior ¡s due to tho fabrication

process itself, ln that many natural growth mechanisms display stochastic frac-

tal behavior. One can also consider the dependence of ths fractal geometry

upon thg degree of incorporation of atomic H in an a -Si:H network, These

ideas will be more fully presented ¡n Chapler 6.

ln summary, it is fairly clear that there is st¡ll a great deal of effort required

to understand the basic physics of amorphous materials. lt is among the goals

of the thesis to contribute to this understand¡ng both experimentally and

7



theoreticalty, The experlmental results are intended to stand alone, and to

direcily contribute to the knowledgs bass of amorphous mater¡als' The

theoretical discussion of chapter 6 is primarily lntended to ¡ntroduce many

¡esearchers work¡ng ln thg area of amorphous materials to an altefnativg

representat¡on, which we expect to prov¡de at least complemêntafy ins¡ght into

the basis of thelr behavior. The following chapters desctibe the work which

has bsen completed towards this goal'
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CHAPTER 2

Undoped Amorphous StNr Alloy Semlconductors'

Theworkonnitfogenateda_Sj:Hwasacollaborationbetwsenour
laboratory and lhe Sendai group in Japan' The Sendai group prsparod the

f¡lms in an ff glow discharge, ln which the nitfogen incotporation was facilitated

byintroduclngvariousamounlsoflV2lntothggasmixture.ourlaboratory
was responsible for the oPtical and electrical characterization of the deposited

films as well as their ¡nterpretation. The work was further subdivided between

T'V.Herak,whowasresponsiblefortheopticalcharacterizationandthe
present author, who was responsible for the electrical and opto.electfonic

characterization. specifically the electrlcal 8nd optical properties of undoped

a -si/vr:H lhin films were moasured for 0< x < 0,6. ]t wås obsefved that the

act¡vationenergyforextended.statg€lectronconductionaswellastheoptical
gap were unaffected for tV content x<O'4' Based upon the temperaturo

dependence of dark conductivity ¡t may be argrFd that the product NcFa

lncreased by a factor of 10 with /v ¡ncorpofation. lt was found lhat a rapid

conversionfromatetrahedralnetwofktoana-s¡3^,lnetwofkoccurredwhen
x increased above = 0.4'

2.f. Introductory Remarkg

Thepurposeofthischapteristodesc¡ibethgeffectsoftheincorporat¡on
ofnitrogenintoamorphoushydrogenatedsiliconfilmsontheenergydistr¡bu-
t¡on of electronic states, and the rEsultant ¡nfluence on the carrier transport

propert¡es. The a -Siflr:H films were propared by rf glowdischarge in a

s¡H4_N2_Hzambiênt.Severalpropertlesofthismaterialincludingthecom.
position (N and H content), the dependence ot conductiv¡ty and photoconduc-

tivity upon doping w¡th boron and phosphorus' and tho correlation w¡th fabr¡-

cationconditions,havgbesnpresentedearlier|2'1.2'41'lnthischapter'we
investigatethebehaviorofundopeda-SiNr:Hfilms'byadetailedstttdyof
thgtgmpefåturedependenceofthedarkcondrrtivityandoftheopticalpro.
perties and their dependence upon nitrogen content'

*;ñ"l.rt" 
", 

thb chsptrf år. ådspted ffon the Joçnat i,ton4ryet¡ inc solËs, vol. 89, pp 3S¡18,

198{.
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Other workers have reported on various properties of a -SiIV,:H

prepared by alternal¡ve methods, including spt¡ttering in an Ar -H 2-N 2

amblent, glow-discharge ln SiH4-rrJH3-H2, chemical vaPor depos¡tion [2'5-

2.111, and most recently by microwave glow discharge [2'12]'

2,2. Erperlnnntal Methods end Characterlzatlon

Thedetaitsofthgfabricat¡onpfocess,thêcofroborationoftheamorphous
structure and the dependence of the f¡lm composltion upon fabrication pafame'

telshavgbeenexplainedpleviouslyf2,l-2'4|'Thedegreeofnitrogenincor.
poration into the materlal has been detefmined both by infrared absotption

andAugeranalysis[2'2|,Fotthesamplesdiscr¡ssed¡nthischapter,thesub.
strates were glass, tho substfate lempefature during deposition was 25Oo c-'

the chamber pressurg was 1-2.5 torr, and the rf power density was O'1 Wcm-2'

Film thicknesses were in the range from 0'8 to 1'5 pm'

c
X
t!ô
=
L¡J

F.
O
É.
ll-
L¡J
É.

5.O

4.O

3,O

2.O

t.0 3.O 4.Oo LO 2,O

hy (ev)

Figure 2.1: Refractive lndex vs' photon enetgy for undoped

ä]éirvr'¡ films, with comPosltion x (NSi ratio) as a parameter'

(0< x = 0,64)

ln ths present work, we have dete¡mined the spectral dependence of the

refractiveindex(nandlr)usingspectfally.fgsolvedellipsometfybyamethod

o

o

o-SiN*:H

H
H
¡¡-J
o-------o

x =N/Si N./SiHo

o
0,0 05
u,Þ

r0. o

o

a20
o,4 7
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described earlier for other amorphous lhin films 12.1s,2.141. our experlsnce to

date has been that ellipsometric data have yielded results for oplical absorp'

tion which are 5.O% greater than othef techniques. ln view of the fact that

the general trend of N ln a -silvr:H was being sought, this pfesented no real

difficulty, in that the ttends would still be present ¡n spits of the absolute enor'

Ffom ths extinction coefficisnt trr , one may dedrrce the optical absorption

coefficient c bY the relation

"=4,f (2,1

ThedependenceofnandduPonphotonenergyisshowninFigs.2'1and2'2
where the N2lsií 1 mole fractlon in the gas phase was ths expsrimental

parameter. The /v/si rat¡o ¡n the films has been determined earlie¡ [2'2] and

for convenience the conversion to 
^r/si 

has been made in Figs.2.1 and2'2.

¡t should also be noted that as the w2/SiH4 mole fraction increases from 0 to

l0,thehydrogencontentdEcreasesfromapproximalelyl4"/oto8%[2'1]'
althotgh thero was substantial scatter ln the data'

l07

t06

o-SiN*: H

x =N/Si Nz/Si H4

H
H

(H

o
o.3
o.47
o,64

o
Ll

ro.o

LO 2.O

hv (eV)

4.O

1_
E
J'
ö
!-z
UJ

tl-
LL
trl
(J
z
t--
o_Éo
U)
cÊ

J
C)
f-
0-o

to-

to4

ro'
o

Figure 2.2i Optical absorption coeff¡c¡ent vs. photon enetgy for un'

doied a -SiÑr:H films with nitrogen content x as a parameter'

(0< x s 0.64)
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The dark conductiv¡ty, with lts dependence on nitrogen content and tsm'

pefature, is shown in Fig, 2,3. The conductivlty exhibited linear (ohmic)

behavlo¡ for applied electric fields s5x103Vcm-1. Measurements employed

gap-typg surface electrodes with .1,5 mm spacing; cufrents were obtained

under steady-state condit¡ons rslng a Keithley 602 alactrometer'

to- 6

o-Si N*: H

x =N/Si Nz /SiH4
o

o. oo5
o.t
t.o

H
l------{
/r---{

o

o,o4

o.4?

to'-

î
E

I

,'o ILJ
f)

t-

t-'

fôz
() , ^-lo
E
ô

3.O 3.4

Figure 2.3: Da¡k conductivity vs, temperature for undoped a -SiNr:H
f¡lms, with composition x as a parameter.

2,3. Dlscusslon of Optlcal llêasuremgnts

Ffomthespectrally.resolvedellipsometrymeasurementsandspectropho.
tometry results, we have inferred the valuo of the optical energy gap Eor¡, bY

assuming parabolic bands for tho extended stares [2.15], Althowh this

assumption may not be entirely accurate (see chap.6) it allows for the com'

parison of these films with thg literature, where the assumpt¡on of parabolic

bands in determining Eoo¡ ls widely used, The dependence of Ëoot upon nitro'

3.8

tooo
T

4.64.?

(K')
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gencontsntwasfoundtobolncloseagreementwiththeeaflierdetermlnat¡on
from absorption measuremsnts [2'3], and ls shown ln Fig' 2'4' Thê principal

observation from Flg' 2'4 is that Eopt=1'6-'l'7ev independent of nitrogen con'

tsnt beþw a threshold concentration of lv/si = 0.4, w¡th a rapid increase in

Eopf above th¡s concentrat¡on' lt may be argued that there is also an lncreasê

tn 
-Èoo, 

", 
N is initlally introduced to the network. ln this case the 

^, 
may be

considered to be having a similar effect as ths H, namely in relaxing tho amor'

phous network.

t. 80

r.70

t.60

o o.l o.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0 7

NITROGEN CONTENT X

Figure 2.4: Opt¡cal energy gap of undoped a -Si^tx:H films' with

composltion x as a Parameter'

ln addition, a plot of the refractlve index n at photon energy lrv=0'5 eV is

presentedinF¡g.2,s.Weobservethatfornitrogencontentwsllabovgthat
requiredfortheincreaseinEor¡ofFig'2'4,napproachesthevalueforamor-
phoussiliconnitridesi3Nl[2'16]'Theintefprotationoftheconductivitydatain
thenextsectionalsoleadstotheconclusionthatforthehighestN}ls¡H4
ratios during fabrication, the film becomes si3N4, which is an excellent insula'

tor,

Forparabolicbands,theopticalabsorpt¡oncoeflicientctmaybêapproxi.
mated by tho welþknorvn expression

o)
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J
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Figure 2.5: Refractive index at l¡v = 0.5 eV of undoped a-SiNr:H
films vs. comPosit¡on x .

o.hv = B(hv-Eoo)z (2'2)

This is ths expression employed abovg to obtain Eopr from measurements of

cVS.ây.lnEqu.2,2,thgpafameterBisalsoausefuldiagnosticofthe
mater¡al, sincs it is lnversely proportional to the extent aE of the tail states at

the condrrction and valenca band edges' lt has been shown [2'17] that

B = ¡zooØpÃEl-1 (2.3)

where oo is the minimum metallic conductivity, nr is the refractive index, and c

is the velocltY of light'

The parameter B obtainEd from our optical data is shown in Fig' 2'6'

These results lndicate that the extent of tha ta¡l statês in a -siN, :H films

increases with ,V contênt x.
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Figure 2.6: The 8'parameter ln ctñv = B(hv - Elpt)

co-ntent x for a-SiNr:H films. g = (AE)-l where ÄE

of the tail states.

vs. nitrogen
is tho extent

2.4. Dlscusslon of Electrlcal Measurements

Thê temperature dependence of the dark conduct¡v¡ty (Fig' 2'3) may be

understood on the basis of earlier tfeatmsnts of a -si:H thin f¡lms [2.18], w¡th

some modifications to take account of the effects of nitrogen incorporation.

We describe the dark conduct¡vity by

' E1 Ec e'
od = opxlFlil+"zexeF;?r+osexp?fr) (2'41

whers the first term ls duo to conduction in extended states. This is known, on

the basis of dependence on B and P doping, to be elsctron conduction in our

undoped films [2.2]. Thus ws have that

E ¡= Ec - Et (2'5)

where E" defines the mobllity edge ln the condLþtion band of the a -siNr:H
films and E¡ ls the energy of the Fermi level in darkness, Following Nagels

[2.18], we havo also that
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or = eFoNcexp(î) (2'6)

where po ls the mobility in the extended states, ,vc is the¡r effêctive density

(taken at E"), 1 ls obtained from the (linear) dependence of the energy gap

upon temperature and k is Boltzmann's constant'

The second term in Equ,2.4 fepfesents electron transPort ¡n the band tails

below 8", and the third term is due lo variable-range hopping condLþtion at

the Fermi level. The latter process may be further interpreted using tha model

of l¡lott [2.19] in whlch

ca = (18kNË;)t/4 (2.71

whefe I ls ths decay ¡ate of the localized wave functions, and IV (E¡ ) is the

density of localized states at tha Ferml level.

It is to be noted that o3 in Equ.2.3 can also be expressed ¡n an analyt¡cal

form containing À and IV (E¡ ), in which case it var¡es as (lV (E1 )lT l1/2' ln gen'

eral, howevEr, this leads to |¡1fsal¡stic values for these quantities; several ear-

lier workers attribute this to an mcertainty in the appropriate expression for

os12.20,2.211. Even with this uncertainty, howevet, os is expected to increase

approx¡mately as N (Er )1/2'

Basedonthedependenceofo6çonTintheh¡gh-temperaturgrange'
ws have fotrld that E"-Et = 0.62-0.65eV' ¡ndependent of n¡trogen content'

provided one does not exceed the threshold concentration N /Si = 0.4 dis'

cussed above, lt should be mentioned that until recently thele was consider-

able controversy regarding the doping of a-Si:H by /V' Several groups

reported a decrease ¡n the act¡vation energy as /v was incorporated; it was

thought that 
^, 

was being incorporated tetfahedrally, donating an elêctfon to

ths latt¡ce. Morg recently this has been discovered not to be the case, but

rather that the N is lncorporated trivalently, with the lone pair electrons

remaining wlth the N atom. ln Fig' 2] we show the dependence of ol upon

nitrogen content. ol in Fig.2.7 increases by a factof of = 10, as the nitrogen

content x increases from o to appfoximately 0.3, then decreases with further

increases ¡n x ,

Ws may exPress ø1 by Equ.2,6. We are assuming that glectron transport

is dominant over hota transport for the undoped material, an assumpt¡on wh¡ch

18
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Figure 2.7: Condrætivity parametef o r for extended'state conduction

aJ ¡n the first term of Equ.2'3, determined from experiment at high

temperaturo, assuming oa = o¡exq ;El/kTl,

has been verified for the same mater¡al by introducing dopants [2.2]. lf we

further assume that ,vc ls not greatly affected by ths nitrogen content x for the

small values of x during which ol increases, we may ¡nterpfet Fig. 2.7 as an

increased mobility by the samo factor of = 10 due to thê n¡trogen incorpora'

tion. several researchers have fecently feported [2.12] that for microwave

plasma pfepafation of a -siNr:H they found a two phase structure, namsly

a -si:H and a -sisrva. lf this wefe the case for these tilms, and since tran-

sport in a-si3ru4 is by holes wlth a high density of defects which effectively

trap electrons, no noticeable increase in o1, should have been noticed. As

such we are led to believe that tho nltrogen in our case is lncorporated uni-

fofmly at least ¡nitially wlth a more gradual transit¡on to a-si3N4 as more

nitrogen ls added. This does not exclude the existenca of a two phass struc'

ture in which a -si3lVa is formed in clustefs, bt¡t indicates that this formation

begins atter a background of a -si/vr:H has been established. Finally' the

increase in ol ls very much largef lhan any etfects arising from an uncertainty

in the activation energies E1, as ls evident from the high-temperature region in

Fig. 2.3. Another question which should simultaneously be addressed is the

t^
E()

IU

b-
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possible effoct of any micro€rystallinity in a multlphase structure'

ln thê ¡ntermediate lempefature range, we have attempted to obtain o2

and E2in Equ,2.4 from our exper¡mental data. once we femovg the contribu'

t¡ons from the first tefm ¡n Equ.2.4, which represents extended'state conduc'

tion, the current which rEmalns is well described by the exp(-Cr/Tt/t)depen-

dence of the lhird term, ln other words, the contr¡butions from the sgcond

tefm ln 8qu.2.4, which represents band tail conduction, are too small to be

resolved in our experiment, we therefo¡e assume that tho transport is either

dominated by extended state conduction or by hopping at the Fermi l6vel'

depending upon T.

N
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<t)

N
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o
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H O.3

N^/SiH "
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o.t
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TEMPERATUREI/4 (RI/4 )

lo-10

Figure2.8:conduc.t¡vityinth6lowîemperatureregioninterprêted.ac-
co-rding to [Âott's modél of var¡able'range hopping at E¡ ' Plotted as

øgþf 1/21vs. f -1l4 for comparlson with theory'

Figure 2,8 shows the conductivity in ths lowest tempefaturs region, plotted

to bring out tho cofrespondence $,ith the thifd tefm ln Equ.2,3. since there is
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a T -V2 dependence in o 3 [2.20] we expect a l¡nsar rêlation between

|ogþ7t/zlEnd(To/Tf/linthisregion'onthgbaslsofthesgfesults,and
adopting a yalue for I of 1O-7 cm (a OA radius for the localized wave func'

tlons), w9 obtaln, using 8qu,2.7, an estimatg of thg density of states at the

Fermi level of lV(E¡ ) = 1'lx1of,cm-3eV-l' Furthsrmore rtJ(E¡ ) appears to

lncreasevg]ymodestlywlthNconcentlationifoneconsidersostobehaveas
N6tl1lz. Thls is opposite to the casE with borondoped samples, where

lV (E¡ ) is obtained in the lolvet part of the energy gap [2'2]

There are a number of furthet observations which we have made on the

a -SiNr:H samPles from this studY:

(1)Thephotoconductivityisonlyslightlydependentonthenitrogenconcen-
tration, attainlng a ma¡mum value of 19-4 (Ocm)-1 (at an optical ¡ntens¡ty

= l¡ßphotons/cmzs) for N/Si = O'2, 1o¡ which case ophþd = 104'

Further increases ln o ph /ø d to = 106 can be obtained by the addition of

small amounts of bo¡on doping [2'2].

(2) The spectfal dependence of photoconductivity may be controlled to some

elilent bY the nitrogen contsnt.

(3) The responso (and decay) times for the photogenerated carriers, as

determinedbytransientphotoconductivitymeasurements,incfeasesby
approximately one orde¡ of magnltudo, from 5 s to 50 s' as the

wavelsngth increases from 600 to 900 nm. This is assoclated with pho'

toexcitation into the shallow (band tail) states' bt¡t requires furthef study to

fully undsrstand ths kinetics. Tho most ¡mportant observation made dur'

ingthgtransientphotoconductivitywasthgnon-exponontialdecayofthg
persistent photocurrenti this is consistent wlth ths d¡scussion of dispetsive

transport in ChaPter 6.

(4) Nitrogen ¡ncofporation also tends to reduco the staebler-wronski effect in

a -Si:IVr:H ,

since the obsefvations (1) and (2) are similar to results presented prev¡-

otsly, [2,2] we do not enlarge on these results explic¡tly here'
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2.5. Goncluslon3 of Chapter 2

On the basis of the optical and electrical measuremsnts of undoped amot'

phous siNr:H films presented in this chaptef and the above discussion we

may conclude that at least for films prepared by radio-frequency glow-

discharge in a SiHl-IV2-H2 ambient:

(1) N¡trogen does not act as a donor ¡mpurity except for a very small 
^/ 

con'

centration region, since tho actlvation energy for extended- state conduc-

tion is unchanged for O<x=0.4. The optical gap is also approximately

constant in thls range of x. lt is believed that the nitrogen is being incor-

po¡ated trivalently lnto the amorphous network and not tetrahedrally, at

least for concentration x = 0'4.

(2) The electron mobility for conduction ¡n the sxtênded states may be

improved by nitrogen incorporation'

(3) The dsnslty of states at the Ferml energy (in the upper part of the

bandgap) ls approxlmately lndependent of nltogen content, at least for

x < 0,3.

(4) The ralio of photoconductivity to dark conductivity is improved by nitrogen

incorporat¡on but to a lesser extent than with both nitrogen and weak

boron doping,

(5) The extent of the tail states lncreases with the degfee of nitrogen incor'

pofat¡on, but conduction in these slates provides at most a minor contri-

bution to the total curÍent.

(6) There is a precipitous conversion from the tetrahedral structure to si3/v4

abovs x =0.4. Below this nitrogen content n,e may rsgard the material as

similat to a-Si:H with the ditferences or¡tlined above'
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CHAPTER 3

lllcrowave DePosltlon of a -Si:H

The development of the mic¡owave glow discharge system was mot¡vated

by the deslre to explore alternative deposition systems and to exploit their

¡nherent advantages. Towards this goal our laboratory developed several

microwave sputtering and glow discharge systems. The development of ths

current system as well as fllm deposltion and characler¡zatlon was primarily

the responsibility of s.R, Mejia and tho pfesent author. A patent for the sys'

tem is cufrently being sorght. chronologically, the development of mic¡owave

plasma processing ln the Mater¡als Laboratory at the university of Man¡toba is

roughly as follows. lnitially a discharge tube was located in a rectangular to

coaxial cav¡ty transition. The system suffered ssvers limitat¡ons lncluding

sputtefing of the discharge tube as well as requiring several hundred watts of

microwave power to sustain the discharge. A second gene¡ation systgm was

then developed which primarily consisted of an evacuated waveguide chambef

where the plasma could bE confined via a dc magnet¡c field. Pteliminary

results were prosented at the loth lnternational confe¡ence on Liquid and

Amorphous semiconductors. The waveguide chamber system has ndergone

an extens¡vs development cycle and has evolved to ¡nclude mic¡owave plasma

excitation under conditions of electÍon cyclotron resonance (ECR)' as well as

magnetic-confinêment Reactive-lon-Etching (RlE). The improved system and

experimental results will be presented in Rome at the 11th lnternat¡onal Confer-

ence of Liquid and Amorphous semiconductors. simultaneously iournal publi'

cation is anticipated in the Review of Scientific lnstruments'

specifically, this chapter will presenl a discussion of the electr¡cal and opt'

ical properties of a -si:H thin films fabf¡cated in a microwave glow discharge.

The first section will describe the lnitial waveguide system and pfesent the

results from the loth ICALS conference, while the second section will ot¡tline

somê system improvements and present some of the f esults which were

obtained fof the 1lth lcAls meeting. ln both cases the pfoperties are depen'

dent upon the subst¡ate orientation with fespect to the electr¡c field, and upon

the degree of magnetic confinement. The final section of this chapler will

prêsent conclusions based upon this work and indicata several areas where

further ¡esearch is required'
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3.f. The Effect ol Deposltlon Paramoters on a-Sif, Faþrlcated by

lllcrowave Glow D¡scherge Technlques'

The first section of this chapter focuses on some of our preliminary efforts

in the development of a microwave plasma thin film deposition systêm'

3.1.1, lntroduclory Remarks

lnitial strrdies in our labofatory of microwave deposltion systems were

mofivatsd by the desire to explore alternative msthods for the fabrication of

amorphous semiconductlng matefials, ln Particulaf the plasma physics and

chemlstry at mlcfowave frequencies are expected to depart significantly from

those at lower frequenc¡es; in the former case the lonized species in the

plasma are no longer able to follow the osclltations of the electric field. For

example, the bombardment of the growing film by these ions will be teduced at

mlcrowave frequencies. other differences are expected to ar¡se as a conse'

quence of the lifetlme associated w¡th an excited species in that, for the dura-

tion of excitation in an rf field, the electrlc tield is approximately constant,

whereas the lifetime is much þnger than the period of the microwave excita-

tion. Another differenca which may be the mole lmportant is the elsclron tem-

peraturê, in the case of rf plasma the electfon temperature is apProximately

leV, whereas for mlcrowave excitation thg electron temperature is at least an

order of magnltude gf eater, Prev¡ous studies of a -si :H deposition f rom

microwave plasmas have been troubled by incorporation of unwanted impuri-

ties, such as oxygen, into the films [3.1,3.2]. The techniques described in this

chaptef eliminate these difflculties, and further result in a very flexlble system

for controlling the properties of the semiconductor f¡lms'

3.1,2. System Confrguratlons

Two distincl mlcrowave glow-discharge systems have been investigated

for the deposition of a -si :H . The first of these, shown in Fi9,3.1, is the earli'

est system, which has the configuration of a coaxial line with the plasma acting

as the center conductor, This system has been desc¡ibed in detail elsEwhere

[3,2,3.3]; it had an ¡nhorent llm¡tation by virtue of the radial electf¡c field which

promotes sputtering of the quartz discharge tube and subsequent incorporation

r¡ããtrr-ãor r¡¡"."c1bn hev! b€en preæntrd åt tho oth lntomåtionål conlerencs on LhuH ånd Amor'

plõ* s."r"on¿,nor", Jspsn (1983), end p¡ô15h.d tn th. J. Non-Cryd. Soltdr, vot.59ó0, pp 727-730,1983.
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of oxygen into the growing film [3'2'3'4]. ln the second system, shown ¡n

Fig.3.2, depositlon occurs lnsids a copper WR-284 waveguide in which the

microwave plasma may b9 confined by an external dc magnetic field. This

system operates at a microwavê power on the order of 10w, whic:h ¡s an order
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of magnitudo lower than that required fof thê system of Fi9.3,1. The system of

Fig.3.2 also allows the substfates to be placed wlth thêir surfaces either patal'

lel or normal to the direction of the electrlc f¡eld ln the waveguide operat¡ng ¡n

the fElo mode.

3,1,3. Experlmenlsl Condlllong

For the results presented in the first section of this chapter, the following

deposition conditions were employed: gas composition 10 o/o SiHa,45 o/o H2,

450h At,total flow rate 30 sccm, microwave power 45W, gas pfessure 0.1 torf'

substfate temperatufe 2OOo c. An axial dc magnetic field was applied to the

waveguide by means of an external coaxial coil; the coil current l" was varied

over the range 0-22A, which resulted in magnetic field profiles as shown ln

Fig.3,3, This magnetic field determined the profile of the deposition rate abng

the waveguide as shown in Fig,3.4. The symbols v and H in Fi9,3.4 refer to

the of¡entation of the sr.östrates as vertical or horizontal in the waveguide

chamber;theelectricfieldisthereforeparallel(V)andperpendicular(H)tothe
surface of lhc substrates in ths two cases.
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Figure 3,3: Variation of th€ magnotic field profile along the axis of the
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Optical emission spectroscopy of the plasma was conducted during the

deposition of the f¡lms. The composition of the plasma (intensity of [SiH ]

band [H"],[Ar] lines) was monitored, as well as lmpur¡ties such as Cu or O2i

these impuritiss were not obsefved for the operating conditions employed,

although at the time the lnstrumentation resolution was poor. X'ray

microanalys¡s of the samples similarly revealed no observable impurit¡es'

again limited to detectable amounts of approximately 'late/o, with atomic mass

greater than flourine.

3.1.4. FIlm CharacterÞat¡on

Scanning electron microscopy, X+ay diffraction' lR and visible spectro'

photometry, conductiv¡ty and photoconductivity wsre used to characterize the

deposited films. samples mounted horizontally (H) consistantly exhibited a

columnar growth structure, whereas no columnar stfucture was observed for

vertically (V) mounted samples. All films were amorphous. The optical gap

Eor¡ was consistently larger (by =0'05eV) for the V samples than for H sam-

ples; the sams trend was observed for the B value (B = gradient ot (dhv)1P

Ic= 4A 7A
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A
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vs ñ v abovo Eopr ). Typical values fo¡ E6p¡ and B were l'7 eV and

4x105cm-1eV-1, respectlvely, As the V samples were consistently thlnner

than the H samples, the d¡fference in the optical gap data may bo a conse'

quence of the thlckness dependence of the optlcal gap
|o-6

to

to' to

I

lo o ro 20
COIL CURRENT, A

F¡gurs 3,5: Dark conductivity and photo+onduct¡v¡ty of a -Si:H films

grówn in a microwave glow discharge as a function of magnetic field

(coil current),

Figure 3.5 shows the typical dependence of the dark conductivity and the

photocondr.rctivity of the a -si:H films upon the ax¡al magnetic field (coil

current), fof both v and H samples. a on /ø d was larger for V than for H sam'

ples, in the best cases (not shown) attaining a value of more than 103, Results

from infrared spectrophotometry are shown in Fig.3,6. Pronounced absorption

at 2000 and 2O9O cm-1, which we interpret as SiH and (S¡Hz)n stretch modes

(since peaks at 890 and 845 cm-r were also observsd) [3,5], is enhanced by

the magnetic tleld. we have also observed a higher degree of hydrogen incor-

poration in the H samples, which on the basis of our other observations we

conclude is assoclated with the columnar stfucture, A rather spectactllar sEM

micrograph was fortu¡tously obtained clearly ¡llustrating ths columnar strtEture'

This micrograph is reproduced in Fig.3.7; the tooth shaped obJect is an iso'

lated column whic-h broke away from tho thin film.
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Results of further studles on the films deposited in this system can be

found in S. Mejia's M. Sc, thesis [3,6]. From the lnfrared absorpt¡on as well as

the photoconductivity results, a signiticanl percentage of oxygen was found to

be present in ths films, obviously contributing to tho films' relatively poor elec-

tronic properties. ln any event, this work has helped to provide a foundation

for subsequent studies and has provided several directives. The next section

describes details of the system improvements and presents preliminary results

obtained from ths new system'

3.2. Fllcroweye P¡asmes under Elêclron Cyclotron Resonance'

Subsequent to the findings of the previous section, directions for system

¡mprovement became evidênt, speciflcally, these impfovements were required

to obtain a mofe desirable magnetic field profile as well âs to improve gas

handling and vacuum fac¡lities, The following sect¡on outlines some of the

improvements, as well as some of the immediate results and ramif'lcations.

The present system has not only been found to be welþsuited to the deposi-

tion of thin films, but also tinds application ¡n the area of magnetic confinement

react¡ve ion etching (RlE), Advantages of the ¡mproved system are again anti'

cipated to bs derlved from the dspârtures of the usual plasma chemistry asso'

c¡ated w¡th conventional rf systems. This coçled with an improved gas han-

dling network, vacuum system, and magnetic field profile should facilitate this

effort. The modified microwave plasma feactor displays excellent plasma con'

trollability over a wide range of operat¡ng conditions. The system

configuration, optical emission spectroscopy of the plasma, as well as several

thin film properties will be presented in this next sec'tion'

3.2.1. lntroductory Remarks

As we have previously seen, one of the primary motivations for consider-

ing microwave plasmas is the fact that they are electrodeless. Traditionally

microwave discharges have been produced by simply placing a discharge tube

lnside a waveguide or cav¡ty, at locat¡ons of high electfic fields [3.7]. several

r¡"ì"¡tr äil¡" ."abn wltt bo pr6sented at the'llth lnlematlonål conlerenco on Llqdd and Amorphous

Senlconduclo18 to b€ hoH ln Fomo, Sopt.,(1985).
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extenslons and modifications to these techniques hava followed [3.3'3.8]'

Mr¡ch of ths eafly difficulty was associated with sputtering of the discharge

tLùss and surrounding structufesi this ditficulty was associated with both

microwave and rf systems, As we have sesn, subsequent modificat¡ons to

these systems included magletic cont¡nement of the plasma [3.9,3.O]. This

has quite naturally led to systems which exploit conditions of elêctron cyclotron

resonance (ECR).

This section describes an elrtension to the micfowave plasma system, and

demonstrates exper¡mentally that microwave excitation of plasmas undergoing

ECR due to an extefnal dc magnetic tield, presents a viable alternative to rf

plasma ptocess¡ng. ln particular, this system presents alternatives for the

fabricat¡on of smorphous semiconductors as well as for dry etching, ln addi-

tion, stLdylng microwave exc¡ted plasmas may also help to determine the

effect of frequency and lhe distribution of electron energies on plasma chemis-

try in gcneral.

3.2.2. System Confrguratlon

Tha mlcrowave plasma system Prlmafily consists of a short circuited or

matched stainless stsel wavegulde chamber constfucted in our workshop

(dimensions equivalent to wR-284), in which the plasma may be confined by

an ext+rnally applied dc magnetic field, as shown in Fi9,3,8. Undet ECR condi'

tions the porver requirements aro typically on the order of 1w. A maximum in

the absorbed power is observed when lhe magnetic field is approximately 15'

17 A, the coil current required to obtaln ECR conditions.

The primary modE of operation for the waveguide is again ths fErc at a

frequency of 2.45 GHz. The modified system includes gas lines which are bak-

able and provides a base pressure of 10-8 lorr, with diffusion pumping. A cold

trap is also used to ffeeze out impurities due ln part to backstfeaming of gas

from the rotary pump. The evacuated chamber is 45cø in length with seve¡al

ports for plasma analysis, As opposed to the earlier system, two external

coils are momted coaxially to the waveguide chamber providing a mirror-like

magnet¡c field along the axis of the waveguide as shown ¡n Fi9.3.9, The

mirrorlike magnetic fleld employed confines tho plasma in both the transverse

and longitr.dinal directions of the chambsr. This is accomplished by forcing

electrons lo travsl in a spiral path around the axis of the chamber contining

the electrons and thus the plasma to a region between tho peaks as shown in
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Fi9,3.9,

The function of thE coits is not only to Prov¡de magnetic confinement

which feduces electron and lon bombardment, but also to allow fot plasma

excitation under condltions of ECR, whlch theoretically occurs at 875 Gauss at

the microwavs operating frequency of 2,45 GHz. The gyro radi¡¡s for a pfoton

in this system is on the order of lmm; as such thE plasma is well confined,

The magnetic field profile is easily adjrsted by varying the coil curtents, coil

sepafation, or by employing magnetic short circuits along the outside of the

waveguide, with these facilitiEs the plasma may also be conveniently pulsed

by modulating the coil cufrent afound 15 amps ( ths cfitical coil cu¡rent required

to obtain ECR cond¡t¡ons). The present system also allows for substrate heat-

ing using either lntêfnal or êxternal heaters; in either case, only local healing

of the chamber ls f oquif ed, The overall system configuration is shown ¡n

Fi9.3.10.
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Figurs 3,O: Overall system configuration.
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3.2.3. Prellmlnary ExPer¡mental Results

The plasma conditions afe monitored by real'time optical emission spec'

troscopy(oES)andelectronmassspectroscopy,Preliminaryplasmastudies
haveutitizodhighpurityargon,heliumandhydrogenforcomparisonwith
resultsfromlalgevolumemicrowaveplasmas[3'9].Thesystemisreadily
scaled-up for lndustrlal applications; one altefnat¡ve configuration is shown in

Fig. 3.11. subsequent studies have ¡ncluded the depos¡t¡on of a-si:H thin films

from silane and hydrogen plasmas for comparison with films prepared by con-

vEntional rf Plasmas.

ron purnp

Go le volve

Mesh with negoiive
bios lo ovoid loss
lo lhe wolls

From -------->
Microwove
Generoter

To pumpìng system

Figure 3.11: A scaled'up design for industrial applications'

PreliminaryinfraredspectroscopyresultsrevealedprimarilyanSiHvibra-
t¡onal mode with only a small absorbtion due to the siH2 mode, This is in

contrast to tho results presented in the previous section where an increase in

the magnetic field below ECR conditions manifested itself in the ptoliferation of

the(SiH2),vibrationa|mode'Althouqhdirectcomparisonisinappropriate'
this is an interesting and beneficial property of thê modified microwave plasma

reactor. The proliferation of the (srH2) mode in the earlier syslem may have

been a result of Ar in the gas mixture. The in¡tial system requited the ,qr to

malntaln a stable Plasma.
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Figure3.12¡llustratesthgrad¡atedemlssionintensityflom[SiH]and[È/"]
lines versus magnetlc field current, Pflor to the oEs experiments, the

chamber was initlally evaq¡ated to a base pressure of < 10-6 torr atter

several hours of baking to remove any water vapor wh¡ch may have been

present. Argon was used to purge a cold trap several times prior to convert'

ing from a diffusion pump to a h¡gh throughput rotary pu'np, A gas mixture of
,l1yoSiH4 in H2 was used for the ¡nvest¡gatlon. During the experiment the

chamber was heu at a pfessure of 0,13 torr, the flow was controlled by a nee'

dle valve and a high throughPut valve throttled to maintain constant Pressure.

An absorbed microwave power on the order of 4w was used throughoti'

except for low magnetic field where the power was increased to approximately

10W;thepowerrequiredtosustainaplasmawellbelowECR'Ascanbe
seen ffom Fig,3.12 there ls a strong dependence of the emission intensities

upon the magnetic field confinement, although there ¡s l¡ttle variation in the

ratio. This ¡s invariance to some fesults obtained for similar studies when a

magnetic fleld is employed to confine an rf plasma [3,11], For examplo, the

[H"] line was in general greater lhan the [siH]line, This is in contrast to rf

plasmas whefe the [siH] line usually dominates, although it is the authof's

opinion that ¡n many cases it is ths [srH]complexes that are often included in

the calculation of the actual [siH ] line; thereby accounting for possible

discrepencles. Below 15 A coil current (the condition which corresponds to

ECR), a plasma could not be obtained unless the flow was reducêd to the

lowest level of the power lncreased. This non-resonant plasma also contained

a rather large background of undetermined conslituents, which may be attri-

búed to backstreaming at the feduced flow tate. ln all cases the emission

intensity from [siH] increased with incfeas¡ng flow. The insert contains a typi-

cal oES spectfum illustrating the absence of detectable impurilies. ln particu-

lar, no detectable oxygen was found from the oES for these plasma condi'

tions.

one will also note that the ¡nsert of Fig. 3.12 contains a large background,

which resembles black-body radiation above the cutoff frequency of the quartz

lenses used for the light collection. These spectrums have the background

subtractgd and as sræh do not represent black body fadiation due to

microwave heating, but rather a manifestation of the bremsstrahlung rad¡ation.

This provides a di¡ect means of obtainlng the electron energy distribution; typ-

lcally the electron lemperatufe was found to be 10ev. we have noticed a
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Figure 3.12: Dependence of the [SiH] and [H"] emission ¡ntensities

upon magnetic field current fo¡ a 10% SiH4 ln H2 gas mixture.

slight shift in the peak of this continuum toward higher energies as the mag'

netic field is increased beyond ECR. This shift indicates the presence of more

energet¡c electrons and results in more emissions at higher energies, clearly

illustfating one of the dlfferences bêtween m¡crowavg plasmas above EGR

conditions and bebw ECR conditions, As we have previously indicated' the

power requirements to sustaln a stable plasma were found to be on the order

of 1 w under ECR conditions, a reduction in the microwave power fequifs'

ments by greater than 1 order of magnitude as compared to non-resonant

plasmas discussed in the previous section, ln addition to this Ar was not

required to sustaln or stablize the plasma'

Figure 3.13 illustrates photographlcally the effect of furthef increases in

the magnetic field confinement beyond ECR conditions. One additional feature
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a) c)

d)b)

Figure 3,13: Photographlc illtrstration of th.e effect of the magnetic feld
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A coil current' d)21 A coil cr¡rrent'

to notg is that the phsma moda could also be altered considerably as the

plasma parameters were varied' Further ¡nvestigat¡on is required to determins

the etfect of the mocle on tho plasma chemistry' Atthough not shown it should

be stressad that the Plasma parameters are easily controllable' allowing for a

wide variety of operating conditions' Thus a fine trning of the microwave

power and the magnetic RetO atlows for a careful selection of concentrations of

reactivE species. This concept when applied to RIE is expected to produce a

high solectivity required for etching by allowing for enhancement of tho desired

constituents with the concomitant suppression of the unwanted species

3.2.4. Fllm Charactertsatlon

As we have mentioned the work on thin film deposition was motivated by

the desire to sttdy alternative depositlon techn¡ques for the fabrication of

amorphous ssmiconduc'tors' lt ls antlcipated that the prssent system may

exhibit advantages arising from departures ¡n ths usual plasma chemistry

corresponding ,o 
"onu"ntLnal 

rf syslems' ln particular' pteliminary results

indicate that the emission lines from [SiH] and [H"] vary monotonically as

fmctions of applied field for plasmas confined beyond ECR conditions' lt was

found that when the mrcrowåve power was srfficientry increased ( beyond 20
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w ) sr¡ch that a non-fesonant plasma could be sustalned, the emission intensi-

ties d¡splayed a resonance phenomena reaching a maximum intensity at ECR

conditions, This has also been verified as the conditions corfesponding to

maximun powsr absorption.
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Figure 3,14: Electrlcal and optical properties of a-Si:H thin films as

ftñctions of magnetic confinement (coil current). Photon flu
1¡615167¡-2s-t) O SSZ8 ¡.

To further illus{rate differences between m¡crowave and rf Plasmas, and

¡llrrstrate the versatil¡ty of the mic¡owave plasma system, a -si:H samples

were fabricated, The following conditions were employed: pressuro 0.13 torr,

substrate temperature 15Oo C, and min¡mum microwave powe¡ (= 1W)' As we

are most interestgd in the gffect of the magnetic f¡eld, the coil current was the

primafy adjustable variable. Typical characteflzation pafameters such as the

dark-conductivity, photo-condEtivity, activation energy and optical gap are

¿ -Si :Ilpc -5i :Il

IHa

I
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shotvn ln Fig.3,f4. comparlng the fesults of Fi9.3.14 with the literature, little

difference ls apparent belwgen our films, prBpared by microwave glow

dischargs above ECR, and films prepared under slmilar conditions in a con'

ventional rf reactor. On lhe other hand, when one considers the function of

the magnetic confinement, signlficant variation in the film pfoperties are found.

x-ray data has revealed that the films undergo a microcrystall¡ne to amor-

phous phase transit¡on as the magnetic field ls lncreased; this is cortoborated

by the functional dependenca of od and ths activation enefgy. ln spite of the

microcrystalline structuro at low magnetic field, lR absorbt¡on indicated a

predominant siH absorption linê as opposed to microcrystalline films pro'

dræed in rf feactors at substantially higher temperatures and powers, lt has

not escaped our attention that the appearance of the microcrystalline structure

indicates that the system may be a most effective system for low lsmperature

deposition of mlcrocrystalline films fot lc fabrication. Particularly now as the

industry is expending considerable efforl in new film deposition techniques and

loìfl temperature processing for VLSI, the microwave plasma system may

present a viable altsrnative to somo of the more traditional plasma processing

systems. The present fesults ¡ndicate that ¡t should be poss¡ble to fabricate

mlc¡ocrystalline films below 1000C. ln add¡tion to this, the microcrystalline to

amorphous phase transitlon allows for a microcrystallins n-type layer to be

depos¡ted directly on an lntrinsic a -si :H layer in the same chamber by simply

introducing a change in the magnet¡c field during deposition. This is obviously

of practical lmportance for optoelectronic appl¡cations. The films did not

display any oxygen ¡ncorpofation and are considered 'clean" These results

are preliminary and as yet do not reflect optimal a-si:H films (in the photo-

vollaic sense), br¡t a wide range of film properties have been demonstrated. lt

is anticipated that w¡th the ease of plasma contollability, the deposition condi'

tions can be optimized to producs a-si:H matefial of typical rf quallty or

better.

Also by exploiting the ditferences between convent¡onal rf plasmas and

microwave ECR plasmas problem instances may bo encounterêd which are

addressed more easily or directly by the microwave ECR system. one of the

areas currsntly being ¡nvestigated is the application of the microwave system

to magnstic-confinement ion- and feactive-ion-etching. Presently Mitsubishi is

working on a prototype etching system for 0,2 to 0,3 pm VLSI design rules util'

izing microwave EGR Plasmas.
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We have attempted to present a plasma system for excitation at

microwave frequencies under conditions of electron cyclotron resonance, one

of the main virtues of thls system operat¡ng under ECR is redælion in

microwave power over non-resonant systems. We have demonstrated the

systems versatility for the deposltlon of thin films and indicated additional

applications in dry etching.

3.3. Concluglons of Chaptor 3

The concluslons based upon the results of Chapter 3 are as follows:

1. Microwave plasma processing for the fabrication of a -Si:H thin films

pressnts a viable alternative to conventional rf plasma deposition.

2. Absorbed microwave power is substantially redrred if ECR is exploited'

3. Varlation of thê magnetic field confinement manifests ltself in a transition

from a microcrystalline to amorphous stÍuctu¡s for a -Si JH th¡n f¡lms

prepared t.flder the depositlons described in this chapter'

4. The present mlcrowave plasma system has applications ln both th¡n film

deposition and react¡ve ¡on etching'

5. Further studies are fequired to relate the effects of frequency as well as

magnetic field continement to the plasma chemistry'

Acknowledgements for Chapter 3
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CHAPTER 4

Actlyated Reactlve Evaporallon of a -Si:H'

The actlvated ¡eactive evaporation system was developed to enable the

aclievement of uniform depositlon and high deposition rates together with the

ability to incorporate hydrogen lnto lhe growing film. The devebpment of the

current sys{em was petfotmed in collaborat¡on with W. Pties, S.R. Mejia and

film characterizat¡on with W. Prles and T.V. Herak. Subsequent ¡nvestigations

by P. Shufflebotham have included studying the effect of /V2 as an additional

reactant gas. Specifically, Chapter 4 presents the electrical and optical pro'

perties of a-Si:H prepared by Activated Reactive Evaporation (ARE). Thin

film properties wero measurgd for various partial pressures of hydrogen.

lncorporation of both atomic and molecular hydrogen is lmplied by the

behavior of the dark conductiv¡ty, which decreased from approximately

rc-1(ocm)-1,to less than 1o-8(ocm)-1,with a corresponding increase in the

optical gap from 1.4 lo 1.7 eV. The ¡ncorporation of atomic hydrogen was

faeilitated by increasing the reaction probe voltage'

4.1. lntroductory Remarks

The prssent studies are motivated by tho Potential benefits of developing

alternative mathods for tho fabrication of amorphous semiconductors,

Electron-beam evaporation is inherently an attractive method of depositing

amorphous silicon and silicon based compounds, btt has several limitations

including lack of control of unwanted impurities, and the difficulty of incorporat'

ing atomic hydrogen. Seve¡al groups have been sttdying e-beam systems

which attempt to overcome these difficulties [a.É.3], and have met w¡th lim-

Ited success, This chapter discusses an allernativg evaporation technique,

activated reactive evaporation (ARE) [4.4], which is also designed to over-

come ths difficulties associatêd with e-beam evaporation of si , Activated

reactive evaporation has been used for incorporation of C in TiC 14.41, O in

Atz?sl4.5l, and /V in lrrvr [4.6] deposits, but to the best of our knowledge

ARE has not previously been employed for lhe deposition of a-Si:H' Ths

lechniques and ¡esults presented in thls papef ind¡cale that ARE reduces tho

Tho conlenls ol thl6 chaptor h¡3 bæn åccapled lor prôllcrtlon ln ,btlnål de Phy8hlr'
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difficulties assoc¡ated utith conventional Si evaporat¡on systems and demon'

strates the capability of lncorporating molecular or atomic hydrogen into the

f¡lms,

4,2. Erperlmental Technlqueg

Activated reactive evaporation (ARE) was orlginally developed in order to

obtain high deposition rates for compounds such as T¡C 14'41' ln the present

strdy high purity Sl is evaporated from an electron'beam-heated source in a

hydrogen partial pressure of O-a lo O-3 to¡r. To enhance atomic hydrogen

incorporation, an electrode ls placed in the reaction zono as shown in Fig.4.1'

The probe ls held at a posltive potential (100-500V)' which draws primary and

secondary elgctrons ¡nto ths reaction zone, and ionizes and activates the

reactant gas, lt is beligved that a process similar to corona discharge also

Enhances tho lonization.

dc SUPPLY

REACTION GAS

PPG

PORT
PUMP

Figure 4.1: Schematic of the ARE deposition system.

For the results presented in this section, the folbwing deposition condi-

t¡ons were employed: e-beam current 200 mA at 4000V potential' initial

vacuun =4xlo-7 torr, probe vohage 0 or 200V' hydrogen partial pressure

varied in range 10-a to 10-3 torr, and stôstrate temperalure 2000 C,
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REACTIVE
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ELECTRON GUN
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4.3. Fllm CharacterÞetlon

Scanning electron mictoscopy with X-ray mlcroanalysls, lR and vlsible

spectrophotomstry, ellipsometry, conduct¡v¡ty and photocondrct¡vlty were

again the princlpal methods tlssd to characterize the deposited ñlms.
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Figure 4.2r Deposition 'ale (p"m/min) vs, padial pressure of H2'

Dashed llnes represents the 90o/o cont¡dence limits.

Figure 4,2 lllustrates the dependence of the deposition rate uPon the par'

t¡al pressu¡e, Ths depos¡tion rate was found to be invariant to the probe vol-

tage. The variatlon in depositlon rate at a given partial pressure of H2 has

been attÌibuted to the properties and size of the melt, and to var¡ations ln ther'

mal conductivity at the interface between the melt and the crucible, Excellent

f¡lm unifofmlty was obtained when a 10 lnch separat¡on was maintained

between melt and substrate as evidenced by spectrophotometry results; this

was corroborated by a welþdefined extinction in ellipsometry measursments.

Figure 4,3 shows the typical dependence of the dark conduct¡v¡ty and its

activation energy for the a -Si:H films upon partial pressure oI H z, for sam-

ples prepared at probe potentials of 0 and 200 V. lntermediate results are

obtained at lowsr probe voltages: The dark condLþtivity and act¡vation

energy assoclated vvith the ARE fabrication technique at a part¡al pressure of

H 2 of = 6 x10-a torr are comparable to r.f. glow discharge-produced ftlms'

This correspondence provides evidence of effective ionization and d¡ssociation

o2 8ro
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of the reactant ges with the srôsequent ¡ncorporation of atomic hydrogen in

tho gfowing f¡lm, A slmilar correspondence has been domonstrsted by our

group (unpublished results) between ARE-fabr¡cated films and hydrogen lon

lmplantation of e-beam evaporation films. Although we have not shown lhe

¡esults here, a slgn¡flcant reduction was observed ¡n the photoconduclivlty as

compared to rf glow-discharge films. lnvesligations of the absorption bands at

640cm-1 and 1050cm-1 by lR spectroscopy indicate that a significant amount

of oxygen is incorporated into the films when the H2 partial pfessure is high.

The degree of o lncorporation is observed to increase as the partial pressure

of H2 increases, This may be a direct consequence of the ¡edrced deposition

rate which accompanles thg ¡ncrease ln the part¡al pressure of H2'

o 2 4_.6 E 10

R, *10 '(torr)
ñ2

probc (0 volts) 

- 

Probe (200 volts)

Figure 4.3: Condrrctivlty and extented stats activation snergy vs' pâr-

tial pressure of H2, corresponding to probe vohages of 0 and 200

volts,

Figure 4.4 illustrates the dependence of the refractive index (n) at long

wavelengths upon the partial pressure, again for samples prepafed with probe

vonages of o and 200 V. The initial decrease in n is attr¡butsd to the satura'

tion of dangling bonds w¡th a corresponding decrease in the ESR signal [4.7].

Due to the exceptionally high defect density of e-beam evaporated a -Sl [a'8]'

almost any elêment or compound incorporated into the growing films will

reduce the long wavelength refract¡ve index. For the films prepafed with zero
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Figure 4.4: Refractive index at 0,5 eV (long wavelengrth) lsi partial
pressure of H2, corlespond¡ng to Probe voltago of 0 and 200 volls.

probe voltagg, there is a significant decrease in n below 3,0 for films eva'

porated in a partial pressure of H2 greater than 4x10-4 torr, This evidence

supports arguments [4.9] that substantial oxygen is being incorporated into the

growing film which plays a maior role in determining the characteristics of the

films, On thê othe¡ hand, for films prepared at a 200 V probe potential, the

refractive index tends towards a vatue of 3.0, comparablo to r'f' glow-

discharge films. These ¡esults otfer evidsnce that tho probe is etfective in

incorporating atomic hydrogen into the growing film. Thus ¡t can be argued

that, as expected atomic hydrogen ls much mors etfectivê than molecula¡ H2

in sçpresslng the effect of impurities such as oxygen'

From spectrally*esolved ellipsometry and spectroPhotometry results, we

have inferred ths value of the optical energy gap Eoo¡,b! assuming parabolic

bands for thg extended states, The depsndence of Eoo¡ tpon hydrogen partial

pressure and probe voltage ¡s shown ¡n F¡9.4.5. The f¡lms prepared in the

reactivg atmosphere (probe voltage 200V) consistently demonstrated a larger

optical gap than those prepared wlth zero probe voltage, The difference in

Eorl in the two casss, at a given Part¡al pressure 01 H z, provldes additional

evidence that atomlc hydrogen is being incorporated ¡nto lhe growing film,

Qualitatively, the Si-H bonds are expected to be somewhat stronger than

- 
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s¡ -H2-si or si -si bonds and are responsible for the observed difference in

Esp¡ . This line of reasonlng ls cons¡stent w¡th tho quantum well model of

a-Si:H presented by Brodsky [4.10]' Recently Talukder et.al. [4'11] have

mors convincingly demonstrated effective atomic hydrogen incorporation in a

very similar system. Althor¡gh they did not report the photoconductivity

directly, it can be inferred from their results that it was significantly reduced

due to oxygen incorporation' More recently' our laboratory has measured

electrical and optical properties of films prepared by electron beam evapora-

tion with simultaneous H ion implantation, in collaboration with s, lselborn in

Germany. our results indicate that the oxygen incotporation problsm can be

overcome by this technique while still exploiting the advantages of electron

beam evaporation. lt should be msntionêd at this time that subsequent studies

by P. Shufflebotham indicate that, at least for a reaclant gas including n¡tro'

gen, there is liille evidence to support gas phase feactions. lnstead, there

appears strong evidence to supPort substrate surface reactions.
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4.4. Concluslom ol Chapter 4

On the basis of the present study of a -Si:H films prepared by the ARE

technlqus, the following conclusions are drawn:

1) ARE provides an effective method for the incorporation of atomic hydro'

gen into the amorphous Si network, for films fabricated by electron-beam

evaPof ation,

2l The dsgreo of ¡ncorpofation of atomic or molecular hydrogen can be con-

trolled by the applied probe vollags.

3) Both a high deposltion ¡ate and excellent film thickness unifofm¡ty are

associated with the ARE fabrlcation technology'
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CHAPTER 5

a -Si:H for Archlval Storage '

5.1. lntroductorY Femarks

This wo¡k tyas an oúgrowth of our lnvestigations ¡nto novel applications

for a-si:H. Film deposltlon and laser pfocessing were done in collaboration

with W, Pries.

specifically, chapter 5 pressnts changes ¡n the optical reflectivity of

a-Si:H tilms, of up to 90%, induced by Ar laser processing' Thess findings

are corfelated with hydrogen evoluîion, concom¡tant changes of more than 3

orders of magnitude in condr.rctivity also provide a mechanism fot interrogation

of slored data by an electron beam. Potential archival stofage densities as

high as l1sb¡ts/¡nz for optical recording and lg11bifs/rnz for recording with

electron beams are predicted on lho basis of thess results'

5.2. Arch¡Yal Storage Modla

The development of modern computer systems must contend with the

seemingly insatiable need of these systems for increased densities of stored

digital information. Much of the early wofk on optical storage media has

focused on amorphous semiconductor materials such as tellurium and related

compoundsoronpolymers.Recentlyamorphoussiliconhasalsoemergedas
a candidate for an archival storags medium, Mechanisms for optical storage

in amorphous silicon that depend upon optically-induced amorphous to polycfy-

stallinetransitions[5.!,ofupon¡eleaseofhydrogenfroma_Si:Htoproduce
either bubbling (local deformation) or ablativs hole formation [5'2] have also

been proposed.

lnthischaptêr,wedescribeadditionalmechanismsbywhicha-Si:H
thin-film mater¡als can function as highdensity archival storagê media, both in

optical and electron-beam addressed systems. The experiments we describe

are concerned with the modifications to the bulk ¡eflectiv¡ty and to the cpnduc'

tivity of a -si:H that result fÌom the release of hydrogen from the material'

induced by either laser or elgctron-beam lrradiation. These mechanisms do

if*ä-t"if Ùrl".haptot havs bâon pûllshad ln Appll€rl Phyllcs Lstt',45, pp'628'30' 198'l'
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not appeaf to result in rupture or d¡stortion of tha material and are potentially

reve¡sible by rehydrogenat¡on, althowh revefslbility ls not add¡essed here

oxper¡mentally. Our prlmary concern ¡s w¡th read€nly archival storage'

5.3. Erperlrnentel Dela¡|s

The optically-lndr¡ced evolution of hydrogen was accompl¡shod us¡ng an

Argon laser (514 nm) in a GW-scanning modo over a felatively large area (100

pm x 2 cm. regions) for times of typically 5 mins, The laser power was varied

over thê range O0 mW to I W, This implies a power density mors than an

order of magnitude below that required by earller methods; see Ref.5,2, for

example. Another departure from the conditions of the earlier $,ork was that

we employed rf glow discharge a-si:H films on quartz substrates rathsf than

films reactively sputtefed onto glass. These conditions may have contributed

to the uniform changes ln electr¡cal and optical propert¡os in out experiment

which, coupled with the lower oplical power densities, may prohibit stftDtural

deformations that accompany pulsed laset operation at smell spot sizes as in

the earlier papers [5.2].

The a -Si :H films were deposited ln a convsntional radio-frequency

glow-d¡scharge system at a power density of O,IVV cm-2 and a pressure of 0'1

torr in a s¡H 4lH2 atmosphere (1/1 ratio) on quartz substrates at a substrate

temperature of 20Oo C. Typical film thicknesses were 0'3 pm.

5.4, Dlscusslon

ln Fig,5.1 we show the dependence of opt¡cal feflectivity and electrical

conductivity upon the hydrogen content, of the a-si:H films, temaining after

elther Af laser ir¡adlation or thermal annealing. The reflectivity u,as measuÍed

at a wavslength of 632.8 nm, and ls presented in Fig'5.1 as AF/R where AR is

the ¡nduced reflectivlty change. The hydrogen content could be controlled

either by the power of the Ar laser or by thê duration of the irradiation, This

hydrogen content was calibrated by comparison with identical films in which

the H ditfus¡on from tha tilms was st¡mulated thermally at 4000 c. ln the

thefmaþevolrrtion experiments the H/si ratio in the films was established by

comparison of our elEctrlcal and optical data wlth eailier work [5.3,5,4]. This

was subsequently confirmed by infrared absofption measurements of the H

content [5.5].
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Figure 5.1: Ratio of changs ln optical reflectiv¡ty to ofiginal reflectivity,

mãasured at }t = 692'8 nn, and the electrical conductivity (¡n

S crn-1) of a-Si:H film (thickness 0'3 pm) vs. remaining H content

following A¡ laser irradiation (514 nm) or thermal annealing' Dashed

line indióates theoretical calculations based upon a simple two layer

film model [5.7].

Wehavealsoobservedthehydrogenevoltjtiondirectlybyinsitumeas.
urements using mass spectrometry during etectron-baam irradiation of the

a -si:H materlal under high vacuum, but these measufements are of a qualita-

tive nature, lt is interesting to note that for the films thickness ¡n Fig.5.1 and

the rvavelengith used in the reflectivity measurements, an amorphous lo cry-

stalline transition would cause the opposite trend to that of Fig'5'1 (reflectivity

would increase, father than decreaso as in Fig.5,1) [5.5]. No evidence of struc'

tural change was obssrved by scanning electron microscopy although the

resolution of our ¡nstrúnent rvas restric'ted to approximately 1 pm'

It is also ¡mportant to fealize that ths degree of change in the reflectivity

as well as the direction of change indr¡ced by the hydrogen evolt¡tion is a

damped periodic function of the optical path length through the ftlm
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(determined by À and the fllm thlckness). we have conducted independent

measurêments of the fefractivE index and extinction coefüclent for the a -si:H
materials; results are shown ¡n Fig,5.2, These resulls a¡e in reasonable agree'

ment wlth earlier slrdies of sputtered a-si:H [5.6], and have been used to

predict the reflecl¡v¡ty changes as a function of film thickness, wavelength, and

H contont [5,10]. we have found that the H content of a-si:H films ls the

pfedominant factor ln determining n and k , Alternative fabrication techniques

and process parameters have a minimal effect on n and k except lo the

extont that they affect the H content [5.5], An optical model of the film'

substrate system [5.7] was employed which lncludes the absorption (also

measured as a functlon of H content) in the a -si:H film. These calculations

ara in excellent agreemgnt with expgriments in which tha H evolt¡tion uras

induced thermally, ovsr a range of film thickness, which swgest that the

hydrogen content remalning ln the film is l¡1lformly distrlbuted in that cass,
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Figure 5.2: Refractive index n and the extinct¡on coefficient k vs' H
content in a -Si:H f¡lm (d = 0.3 Pm)'

Fo¡ the laser-indræed changes in reflectively of Fi9,5.1, there is agreoment

with the optical model (same n and k values for a given H content) for the
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larger H concentration (>oata/oH). The dashed lino in Fig'5,1 shows the

model predictions. sustained laser lr¡adiation wh¡ch further reduces the H

content resuJts in non-rnlfofm optical pfoperties throughout tho ftlm. This is a

forlunate development sincs lt increases the desired effect on aR as is evident

in Fi9.5,1.

Ths hydfogen effusion discussed abovs was also induced by electron'

beam i¡radiation at an energy of 4 KeV, $t¡th a changê ¡n the mon¡tored H2

partial pressure from 2,5xO-8 torr to 4,5x10-7 torr during H êvolution' The

conductivity changes of Flg.5.1 suggest a means by which ths stored informa'

tion may be ¡ntefrogated using an eleclron beam. This would be simllar to the

method by which photoconductive regions ate identifisd in a vidicon tube.
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Figure 5.3: Normalized excess temperature profiles-(T -T" 6¡"r¡l dur'

lni steady-stato argon laser irradlation for various_Gaussian intensity

oiõtri¡ut¡o-ns t = loáxp Fr2¡to2¡ with rm"* = lonltzof2k where u' =

beam waist and k = thermal conductivity.
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5.5. Goncluslons of ChaPtêr 5

As an optical storage medium, a-Si:H which undergoes a process of

lasêr of electron beam-induced hydrogen evolution is expected to have an ulti-

mate storage density limited by the following considerat¡ons. As the medium ls

locally elevated ln temperaturs by the deposited energy from ths beam' the

material surfound¡ng the cylinder will also experience a temporature rise due to

thermal conduction. This process has been modelled rsing the method of Lax

[5.8] and assuming the worst{ase conditions of stêady'statê irradiation' the

¡esultant temperature profiles are as in Fig.5,3. Assuming that the rate of H

evolution is negligible below 4000 c t5.41, in vlew of the short times ¡n the

laser iffadiation case, these fesulls indicate that the maximum stofage densi'

ties are ¡n the range of 1geô,ts /in 2 for lase¡ lrradiation (cell size 1 pm' spot

size 0.6 pm), similar temperaturs distribution profiles were calculated for the

elect¡on-beam lr¡adiation case, following a method outlined by schiller et'al'

t5.9].Asaresultofthgreducedglectron.beamdiameter,thgmaximum
storage density is expected to bo ln the range ot þ11b¡ts /inz (cell size 0'1 pm,

spot size 0,ol pm). The above considerat¡ons swgsst that the limitat¡ons are

no worsê lhan those which arisa from diffraction effects' As a final note, it is

expected that some fraction of the evolved hydrogen will be incorporated

around the edges of the pfogrammed area, leading to a self'enhancing con'

trast mechanism.
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CHAPTER 6

lnrerpfetatlon of Amorphous slllcon Behavlor uslng Fractal Geometry

6.1. lntroductlon

Ghapter 6 advances a disctssion of ffactal geometry which we consider

as pfoviding an alternative and useful perspective for the study of disordered

semiconductors, ln particular of hydrogenated amofphous silicon (a-si:H)

systems. Fractal concepts hava already proved vety successful in the

¡nterpretation of many physical phenomena in disordered solids sttch as poly'

mers and glasses. This is ¡ntended to be a theoretical chapter motivated by

recent exper¡mental resuhs and anomalies, and their interpretation in light of

the results from the cufrently active reseafch area of fractal phenomena' lts

lntent is to stimulate a fresh perspective for the descriptlon of disordefed sys'

tems, The chapter begins with E brlef introduction of the concepts of fractal

geometry. Atthough there are a number of non-integral dimensions associated

w¡th fractal geometry, only the Hausdorff -Basicovitch or frâcfal dimension and

the spectfal ot îrccton dimenslon will be teviewed. Following this brief digres'

sion experimental evidence relating amorphous silicon lo fractal concePts will

be pfesented. The final sectlon ls ¡nlended to correlate the experimental

observations with consistent explanations based upon thg notion of f raclals.

6.2. Background: Fractal Geometry

The ¡enaissance of the mathematical concapt of f ractals and their

descript¡on of natural physical systems has largely bean due to a collection of

essays by B. Mandelbrot [6.1]. This somewhat unreadable book has sparked

the imagination of many researchers in a wide variety of disciplines [6'2-6'5].

The most familiar systems studied are usually those best described by their

Er¡clidean dimension: ln actuality thsse systems can be considered to be

geometrically degenerate, in that the fractal dimension corresponds to the nor'

mal Er¡clidean dimension. ThesE familiar systems can be considered to be a

subset of a larger class of systems where the fractal dimension is not neces'

sarily integral; in fact, in most cases, the fractal dimension is non'integfal

and somewhat less than the embedding Euclidean dimension. underlying the

basic concept of f¡actal geometry is the not¡on of dilation invariance. Dilation

invariance ¡mplies that, independent of the scale that is used to view tho
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objecl, the stfuc,turo ¡s always the same or self-simila¡. This may, in certain

cases, only apply for special values of the scaling ratio.

Figure 6,1: Generato¡ used ¡n the construct¡on of a fractal curvs.

¿ (1)=1 L(1/3)=4ß

L(tþ)=16¡e L (1/27)=+/3x16¡9

Figuro ô.2: Gene¡alon of the fractal curve by iteratively apply¡ng ths
generator of Fi9.6.1.

To illust¡ate this concept, the following section w¡ll contain two examples

of dete¡mlnistic fractals, The first example ls a curvg and tho second a planar

pattern; both represent fractal structufes in a 2-dimensional embedding

Euclidaan space,
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Figure 6.3: Measured length of the fraclal curve as a function of the
measur¡ng rod.

ln both cases we will start w¡th a generator or ruls which may be used to

construct the frsctal pattern [6.1]. ln the case of the cu¡ve we begin with a

straight l¡ne segment $rhose length is unity. we select the trivial gene¡atof

shown ¡n Fig.6,1, whose lenglh is 4/3 units, By recursively applying the genera-

tor to all stfaight line segments a curve will evolve as shown in Fi9.6.2. Figure

6.3 illustfates logt (e) where L (e) is the total length of the curve as a fuction

of the measuring un¡t e. This measuring unit e disregards stfucture on any

scale finer than e [6.1]. Since the functional dependence on a log-log plot ¡s a

straight line the curves can bs represented by the expression

L(e)=6" (6.1

wherg = is to be interpreted as 'proportional to'. lf the ob¡ect were merely a

stfaight l¡ne the lengûh would be independent of the scale which would lmply

a=0, or equivalently c=1-d- wherE d- is ths fractal dimension, which ln ths uni'

fofm structure would be equivalent to the topological dimension of unity for the

curve. ln Fig.ô,3, cl represonts the sloPe which is equal to 4.2618 from which

l=1.26i8. As this is a deterministic fractal I can be analytically determined to

be log4/log3. This dimension I is denoted the fractal, Hausdorff-Besicovitch

or simply Harsdorff dimension, The previous discussion is an example of a
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curve whoso fractal dimenslon exceeds the topological dimension of the curvE

brrt is less than ths ErrclidEan dimension of the embedding space. The Haus'

do rff dimension ls the clearest manifestation of all fraclal dimensions, althowh

not necessarily ths most lmportant fot all purposes. Figure 6.2 is oflen

referred to as e Koch curve'

L

Figure 6.4: Generation of a fractal by iteratively removing the inner

triangular regions.

The second example is extracled from [6.5] and is a particularly clear

illustration of a fractal pattern whose encompassing Euclidean dimension is 2'

Again one starts with a generator, ln this case an equilateral triangle. The rule

to follow in constructing this fractal pattern ls to Íemove tho centre of each tr¡-

anglo to exhauslion, as illustrated in Fi9.6.4.

To facilitate the discussion we will now concern ourselves w¡th densify on

various length scales. considering the smallest triangle of Fi9.6.4, the density

is the omasso divided by the area. Lstting ¿ represent the length of the an

edge of one of tho smållest tr¡angles, the density p can be expressed as

p[l= M /L2 where M is the mass of the smallest tr¡angle. Gonsidering now

the nsxt smallest triangle, it ls claar that the mass has increased by a factot of

3 bü that rhe area has increased by a factor of 4, that is p(zr¡=37401¿¡.
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Figure 6,5: Dêns¡ty of the frac'tal pattern as a function of the measur-

ing un¡t

similarly, one can defino thg density for various length scales; tho fesults are

plotted in Fig.6.5. Here again a log-log plot results ¡n a straight line, which

implies

p(F La-d (6.2)

Recall that we are now concerned with density, such that the exponent is

expressed as l-d, as opposed to the length in the fractal curve case where

the exponent was expressed as d -d-' ln the case of this example' d =2' the

dimension of the embedding Euclidian space. From Fig.6.5, d- can be readily

deduced to be 1.6 or expressed analytically as ln3fln2. Figure 6.4 ¡llustrates a

manifestation of a fractal pattern whose Hausdorff dimension is again less

than the embêdding Erplidean dimens¡on. The structufe of Fig.6.4 is often

referred to as a Sierplnski gasket.

Some general observations are in order at this time: i) Both the Koch

curve and ths Sierpinski gasket readily dsmonstrate dilation symmetry (pro'

vided tho proper scaling ¡atio ¡s employed), That is, independent of the langth

scale ths basic structure remains invariant; i¡) Both fractal structures are deter'

ministic strr¡ctures generated by a simple non-random rule; and iii) Both the
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Koch curve and thg sierpinski gasket fepresent fractal structures whose Haus-

dorfl dimension ¡s less than tho embedding Erclidean dimension, a direct

consequence of not being able to fill more spaco than that offered by the

Erælidean dimension,

Another lmportant fractal dimension to be cons¡dêred is the fracton or

spectral dimension tí. ttre spectral dimension is associated with the low fre-

quency density of states for lattice vlbrations' that is'

p (.,)= .od -t (6.3)

The spectfal dimension is less tangible than either the embedding Erclidean

d¡mension or the Hausdorff dimension, br¡t is no less important. Based upon

resuhs of extensive simulation Alexander and orbach [6.7] have coniectured

that the frac'ton dimansion ls equal to 4/3, independent of d o¡ iÌl this has

since been colned the Alexander-O¡bach conjecture. This conjecture

appeared lo postulato a superuniversality based upon the invariance of á.

Recantly, Stanley et,al. [6.20] have considered the range of the AO coniecture

and subsequently postulated that this conjecture only applias to csrtain classes

of fractals, although by no means to a small class.

6.3. Exper¡mentally Observed Propertles of a -Si:H

There a¡e several reasons for anticipation of fractal behavior in amor-

phous semiconductors srch as a-Si:H, quite apart from successful applica-

tion of fractal geometry to other disordered systems. Firstly amorphous

materials cannot b9 characterized by a translationally invar¡ant lattice. As

previously stated this is a necessary although not suff¡cient condition for the

manifestation of fractal bêhavior, Amorphous mater¡als such as a -Si f,, are

also known to contain voids of various sizes. lf there are enough voids of vari-

ors sizes there may be fgason to suspect self-s¡m¡larity or geometrical

features over a fange of length scales and hence to expect certain fractal

characteristics, ln the case of a -si:H where in mosl cases ths lncofporat¡on

of atomic hydrogen (> f) at'%) can be considersd as alloying' there may bs

reason to sGpect nrcleation at ths location where thE hydrogen is likely to

bond. This is so particularly if the hydrogen ¡s cona€Rtrated in clr¡sters around

the void distribution, as opposed to a purely random model of homogeneous

hydrogen incorporation. il/lost a-s¡:H films are grown under relatively lolv

temperature fab¡ication processes, and as such minimum energy configurations
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argnottobeexpectedfolthesolid,Manygrowthmodelsofphysicalgfowth
processesafecurrgntlybeingsimulatedbyflactalaggregation;theselncltde
the growth of polymer chains and dendritic growth [6,8], Electron transport ln

a -Si:H may be viewed as a percolation process, again present¡ng a basls fol

fractal structure' n can be argued that the Si-H bonds act as percolation

impedances similar to tho termltes walk on percolating clustefs. lt is for these

feasons, and ln vlew of the ditficulties of tfsatlng disordered systems by tech-

niquesoliginallydevelopedforconventionalsolids,thatthehypothesisofthis
chaptgfisprrtforward.lnthissectionelçerimentalconsequencesofthe
assumed frsctal slructure will be Presented'

6.3.1. Erperlmental DOS

Recently X-ray inverse photoemission techniques [6'9] were used to

determine the conduction-band density of states in a-si:H. This work was

motivated by the deslre to determine the effect of long-range disorder and

hydrogen incofporation on the electronic and optical properties of solids. For

example,thenatureofthoconductionbanddensityofstates(Dos)detef.
mineslheelectfontransportandthslocationofthemobilityedge'Also
analysisofopticalmeasurementsoftendependsupontheconvolúionofthe
valence- and conduction-band densities of states. ln fact, a ¡esult which has

been utilized extensively earlier in this thes¡s and ubiquitously throughod the

l¡tefatufeindetefminingtheopticalgapisbasedçonassumingadensityof
Stateswithasquare.rootdependenceonengrgynearthebandedges.The
valence band DOS has been measured qu¡te acq¡rately by means of photoem'

issionspectroscopy[6.10]butnocomparablgmeasurementswergavailable
for determination of the conduction-band DOS until recently [6'9]' lnitial specu'

lationofanon.parabolicDosarosefromthedeterminationofEo,,lot
a-Si:H films [6.11]' Plots of (ctrv)æ when plotted against l'v resulted in a

better fit than when (ehvl1/z was plotted' No detailed explanation was given

at that time to ¡ndicate the shape of the conduction-band Dos, althottgh this

curve fitting suggested a linear energy dependence of the DOS' The X+ay

inverse photoemission corroborated this postulate. ln the futufe the litsrature

should presumably contaln Eor, derived from (ctltv)1/3' based upon assump-

t¡ons of a linea¡ DOS in ofder to bo consistent with experimental observations'

Withoúlegardfordetails|tlsquiteeasytoseehowthel/Spowerwouldarise
f rom a linear DOS. The absorption can be exptessed as a Gsnvolution
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integral involving the cond$l¡on- and valence'band (DOS ) as follows

s=l Dv(ElDcþv-E)dE (6,4)

where D"(E) and D"(E) rePresent the valence'and conduction- band DOS' lf

Dr(E) and D"(EI arc approximated as linear functions of energy' the product

will contain an Ez dependence, and upon lntegration an Eo dependence,

which in turn justifies the 1/9 power of c. The details which wefe ignored in

the abovg discusslon afg rglated to aÍguments of constant matfix elements

connecilng statss ln thg valence- and conduction-bands, ons add¡tional

feature to add to thesê observations is based upon the experimentally detef-

mined absorption coefficient c, The absorption coefficient a for interband

absorption (where the photon energy hv>Eor¡) for a-si:H is characteristi'

cally greatef than a for crystalline si. This phenomena has often been attri-

buted to a felaxation of the momentun conservation requirement for photon

absorption. The final section of this chapter will attsmpt to illustrate how sim¡'

lar frnctional dependences can be obtained from an underly¡ng fractal

geomettical structure.

6.3.2. Dlspere¡Ye Transporl end a -S¡:H

Additional experimental evidence for fractal behav¡or also arises in the

area of lransport phenomena. specifically, ws note that several fecent ¡nves'

t¡gations of tfansient photocuf rents in a -si Jtl have provided evidencs for

dispersive tf ansport [6.12]. The long tail of the transient photocurrent , (t ) ¡ndi-

cates a dispersion of the carrier transit times. scher and Montroll [ô,13]

developed a stochastic transport model based upon a timedependent random

walk, where the time dependence of the ¡andom walk is governed by a wait-

ing time distr¡bú¡on {,(l) for carriers hopping between sites. The model scher

and Montroll advanced in explanatlon of their results was based upon dividing

the materlal ¡nto a lattics of regular cells, each cell containing many randomly

distribrned localized sites available for hopping carrie¡s, The disorder of the

amorphous material is therefore incorporated in their case completely in the

hopping time distribution Ù(l). Tfansient photo-conductivity was effectively

characlerized by a group of carriers undergoing a time dependent random

walk biased by an electric ñeld. The slowly-varying time dep€ndence of r!(t)

corresponds to a largo dlspersion in the hopping times. For certain r!(t)'s the

decaying photocurrent could be physically understood. At early times ¡n the
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transport process mosl carrisrs would move with the relatively-mofe'probable

short hopping limes, with increasing t all carriers would eventually encountef

at lgast one long hopp¡ng t¡mg, whefe þng times are analogots to deep traps'

in which the carfier is immobilized temporarily. Henca as t- æ most carriers

become lmmobilized and the current tends to zero, These results are at var¡-

ance w¡th those obtained considering traditional macroscopic descr¡ptions of

carrier transport, where the t¡me ¡nterval between d¡splacaments has associ'

aled with it a narrow, or ô'function, distribt¡tion.

The final section ¡n th¡s chapter w¡ll present an altêfnativs way to view

th¡s process within tho realm of a random walker on a f¡actal lattice'

6.3.3. ExPerlmenlal Dark Conductlvlty

A third experimental area of evidence which we believe lends further sup'

port to fractal behaviof is that of the dc conductiv¡ty as a funct¡on of the

hydrogen content, ¡n particular the res¡stive exponent ( or the condLþt¡vity s.

It is well established that with the lncorpofation of atomic hydrogen the dc

conduct¡v¡ty cen be reduced by severel orders of magnitude, a Property we

havo attempted to exploit in chapter 5 for e-beam ¡nterrogated a-si:H for

archival storage, This appears to be a universal property ¡ndependent of the

method of pfeparat¡on. Figure 6,6 illustrates this functional dependênce for

films prepared at 13 different ¡aboratories and by different pfepafation

methods [6.14]. The variance can be attribr¡ted to the method of preparatlon

as well as to the variety of mêthods used for the detefm¡nation of the hydro'

gen content, This phenomenon will be related to the quantum well model

briefly discussed in chapter l and to the concept of electrical transport on

f ractal percolating clusters'

6.4. Fractab end a -Si:H
The prevlous section ¡llustfatgd sevgral experimental aspects of a_Si:H

which are nol well explained by conventional solid state physics and in fact

may best be described utilizing the concept of fractals, The first of these

areas was felated to the observed linear dependence of the density of states'

the second to d¡spersive transport, and the third to the dark conductivity and

its dependence on hydrogsn incorporation. ln this section we will attempt to

present consistent aÍguments for the observed functional dependences ffom a

fractal perspect¡ve,
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H in a -Si:H alloYs [6.14]

6.4.1. Fractals srid lhe DOS

It is instft¡ctive at this time to ask what type of fractal structure we afe

anticipating. tt is quite clear we afe considoring nondsterministic f ractals' that

lsoneswhicharegeneratedbyastochasticfulg.ltshouldalsobeapparent
thatwearsconsideringangtworkofthesefandomfractalswhich,fofexcita.
tions above a charactef¡stic length Ë, the network appears homogeneous'

This would be conslstent w¡th recent scattering experiments on NöGe2 thin

films [6.15]. The notion of a characteristic length I corresponding to a

Euclidean-fractal crossover ¡s not only physicalþ satisfying brjt will prove to be

necessary in our discussion regarding the density of states'

At this po¡nt ¡t ¡s illustrative to consider why a parabolic DOS is quite

oftenassumedwhenevaluatingopticalabsorptlondata'Althoughthewave
vector,(isinnotagoodquantumnumbefforamorphoussolidsdugtothe
lack of lranslational invarianca, it is otten used as a firsl approximat¡on when

consideringphenomenaassociatedwithextendedstates.Thislswidely
accspted as the extended states in amorphous solids are considered to be

derivod from the extended states ln crystall¡ns solids after modif¡cations duê to
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dlsorder.lnthlscase,thefollowingenergy-momentumrelat¡onlsoftencon.
sidered valid, at least for states near the bottom of the band

E = k2 (6.5)

hshouldbepolntgdot¡t,however,thatforstatesneafthebandedgs'the
deBrogliewsvelengûhfotextendedstateslnthgcrystalisverylong(many
atomic spacings), and thess states should suffer most from the loss of long-

range order, lf in addition to thls, the density of states ln reciprocal space

were homogenaous in ¡(, the lntegrated density of states would havs the fol'

lowing functional dePendence

IV=k3 (6.6)

From these two relationships the nunber of states as a function of ênergy w¡th

enefgy between E and E +ctl can be detormined in tho convgntional picture

as follows

D@=#=#=k=Evz (6.7)

Recalling that thE opt¡cal absorpt¡on coetficient (ct) is determined from a con-

volrrtion of the valence- and conduction-band density of states, (Eqn'6'4)

e1Ê= E -Eopt (6'8)

from which Eoo¡ is extracted. h should be bofne in mind that the optlcal gap in

anamorphoussoliddoesnot]epfesentazêrointhgdensityofstates'btJt
rathgr a region of localized states. As such, these teclrniques are valid at

best for only a l¡mited rangs or window of c'

6.4.1.1. Accountlng for the llnear DOS¡ a ,('sPace epproach

lnordertoaccountfortheexperimentally-observedlineardensityof
states and linear fit to (ctr u)lÉ versus l'v data' two considerations from the

above analysis afe swgested. (The above analysis neglected any d¡mensional

dependences of the coetf¡cients,) Firslly, the energy-momentum relation may

not be valid, and secondly, the denslty of states in reciprocal spacs may not

be uniform in our assumed amorphous fractal solid, Attention will now focus

on an explanat¡on based upon a non-unifotm density of states in rgcipfocal

space, as well as a possible non-Parabolic dispersion felation, The following

discussion is intended to pfesent a peÍspect¡ve based on the dimensional
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requ¡rements of both N and E uPon k.

lf one were to assign a disturbance to thg conventional dispersion rela-

tion, to a first approximation this could represented as follows

E = k8 (6.9)

where the disorder ¡s ¡ntroduced as a deviation of ô from the parabolic case

(ô=2)'Theparabollcenefgy.momentumrelat¡onlscarriedoverfromtheffee.
electron model ln a uniform potential, ln the case of the crystal, the pefiod¡c

potentialperturbstheenefgy.momentumdispersionrelationneartheedgesof
the Brillouin zone. The perturbat¡on cieates energy gaps at the band edges'

but the d¡spersion relation near the bottom of the band is left practically unal'

tered,Asaf¡fstapproximationtothoamorphousmator¡alwew¡llassumethat
disorder perturbat¡ons are on the ordef of intefatomic distances and as such

theif etfect will also be predominant near the band edges in k space' As the

minimum of the conductlon band can be located at a lafge value of k, one

may still argue that the enefgy-momentum disperslon relation at lesst for elec'

trons ln a -Si:H may be severely altered.

AlsoassumelhatthedBnsityofstatgscouldbeevaluatedasbefofe

DØ=# (6.10)

lnkeepingwithageneraldiscussionandadjustablepaÍametersassumealso
that tha integrated density of states /V varies as k Ê' ln order to derlve a

linear variation in the density of states D(E) we would require

Ê - r= i. (6.11)

õ

The solr¡tions to this equation yield a straight line P = 2õ'

Two solr¡tions will be dlscussed at this point which ¡llustfato the effect of

parametersòandp.Thgfirstassumestheparabolicenergy-momentr¡nrela.
tion is still approximately valid, and the second assumes a major perturbation

to the parabolic energy'momentum relation'

Thefirstapproachwithõ=2yieldsaphenomenawhichclearlydossnot
fall lnto the realm of fractal geometry, in that ¡t requires the dimension govern'

ingNtobep=4.Thlsimpliesthattheintegrateddensityofstateswould
yield a fractal dimension somewhat greatef than the embedding 3dimensional

Euclideanmomentumspace,Thisdifficultymaybeovefcomewhenwerecall
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that we are considerlng the dependêncg of /v upon k ; i.e, we are ln reciprocal

space, one of the properties of the proposed reciprocal space is that dense

regions of the original spaco maP into spafse regions in reclprocal space. As

srch, if one wers to conslder the reciprocal space associated with a frac-tal

clustêf ono could conceivably imaglne being mapped lnto a reciprocal space

wlth the properties required to yield a l¡near density of states. As an illustra'

tion of this concept, one would be required to construct a fraclal clt¡ster, ¡n

which the density dEcreased as the radius of gyrat¡on lncreased, and consider

¡ts representation in a reciprocal lattice space. A first approx¡mation to this

mathsmatical snlmal is one whose density increases as ths corresponding

radius of gyration increases. This lmmediately leads us to the recognition of

the Bethe lattica [6,16] as being a fepresentatlve cend¡dåte for our lattice in

reciprocal space. Macroscopic homogeneity is dispensed with ¡n th¡s lattlce; in

fact, the surface density of a Bethe lattics glows without l¡mit. This ctowding

pfoblem can bs alloviated, but ¡t cannot be eliminated by setting the Bethe lat'

tice ln a space of higher dimension, Eventually the crowding problem

oven¡vhelms all availabte space since the number of branches glows exponen'

tially with the radius whilo the available space only grows as ¡d, Mathemati'

cally the Bethe latt¡cs cannot be embedded in any finite dimensional space.

This difficulty is overcome in our particular problem because the latlice is of

f¡nito extent, bounded to soms degree by the reciprocal of the interatomic

spacingorthereciprocaloftheclusters¡zeitself.Assuch,wemayconsider
the Beths lattico as a possible cand¡date for describing ouf non'uìifofm distri'

bution of statos ¡n energy-momentum space, lf wa assume a Bethe lattice'like

momentum space ¡t becomes gasy to defive the required linear density of

states;i.e'wehavesomejustificationforexpressingthêintegrateddensityof
states as

N = k+ (6.12)

whefe the dimension 4 would bo obtained by intêgrating the density of states

on the Betho latt¡ce, This explanation would indeed yield a linear density of

states as a function of energy and predict linear plots of cVs versus energy in

determining the optical gap, Furthefmors, th¡s Bethe feciProcal lattice space

explanation may also account for, or at least be conslslent, with add¡tional

experlmental evidence. For example, the optical absorpt¡on coefficient is

largerintheamorPhousmater¡althanthecrystallinematerial,This
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phenomena has often been referfed to as relaxation of the k conservation

rule. The Bethe rec¡pfocal lattico space provides an alternat¡ve perspectlve'

namelythatthoargumenlsforcrowdingofeleclronstateslnkspacealso
applytophononmodes.The¡ncreasednumberofphononmodes'relat¡veto
the crystalline case with large k vectors are available to ass¡st in the indirect

optical transltions, thefeby increasing the optical absorpt¡on coefficient. Physi'

caljustificationfolassumingthattheBethelatticeapproachmaybevalidis
therefore based upon the following two ldeas: i) the amofphous material has

underlylng fractal structure, such that a Bethe lattica'l¡ke reciprocal lattice

space ls to be expected and li) the less dense regions of reciprocal lattice

spacecorfespondtolongwave.lengthphenomena,whilethecfowdingat
lafggkafeassoclatedwiththeexistenceofshortrangebehaviorororder'
The Bethe latt¡ce explanation is not intended to be rigorous, in that it is readily

conceded that ,( is not a valid quantum numbef, but rather as a crude model

which may provide an alternativg perspective on tho amorphous state' There

is a host of phenomena which this simple model does not explicitly describe' in

particular van Hove singularities or rather the lack of them and the isotfopic

behavior of the density of states, Further complications are encountered when

attempting to describe the Bethe lattice for an indirect'gap amorphous sem-

iconduc,tor such as silicon. Recall that this discussion was an attempt to ¡ustify

an apparent dimensional requirement of 4 for the reciprocal lattico sPace.

A second example solut¡on still based upon our k space argum6nts would

be to assums that the variation in k space of lv is roughly that of lhe embed'

dingErclideandimension.Thisassumptionyieldsanenêrgy-momentumrela-
tion in view of Equ'6,11 and 6.9' given by

E = krs (6'13)

Therefore the problem in this case becomes one of iustitying a sub-parabolic

energy-momentumrelation.Aswehavediscussed,theparabolicapproxima-
tion is carried over from the free-electron model of an electron conf¡ned to a

periodic potential. ln these terms it ls difficult to associate a physical rationale

forasub-parabolicdispersionrglation.Thispointwillbecomemorgevidênt
as this section Progressss.

These two examplê so[¡tions underline the ant¡cipated difficulty associated

withattemptingtorelatefractalmanifestationstoconceptswhichplesuppose
translational invariance, ln one case ws were forced to justify a dimensional
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dependence of t,J in reciprocal space of 4, while thg othgf case forced us to

justify a sub-parabolic dispersion relation. we have also not taken advantage

of the information regafding tha type of ffaclal we are looking for, namely a

nstwork which undergoes a Euclidean-fractal crossove¡, lf this concept had

been introdwed in our lr space discussion we should mofe appropriately have

considered our Brillioun zone to be bounded by the teciprocal of ouf cluster

size. ln any event, lf lvg slubbornly cl¡ng to tho concept of a k -space w¡th lts

roots in translational invariance, there åppear to be several difficulties associ'

ated with applying the notion of fractals directly to the density of states in

a -Si:H.

6.¡f.t,2. Accountlng for the llnear DOS; a real space aPproach

There is however an alternative path which may el¡m¡nate these

ditficulties. Firstly we must dlspense with the notion of k space almost

entirely:aswehavealreadymentionedklsnotaparticularlygoodquantum
number anyway. Secondly we borrow a second coniecture from R' Otbach

based upon a phonon'fracton crossover [6'17]' Finally, we must employ

somefecsntexperimentalresultsonthephonondensityofstatesfola-Si
[6.18].ourapproachisotjtlinedasfollows.Consideramed¡umwhichcanbe
considered fractal below some measurement Ë, ( is reminiscent of thg cofre'

lation length in a dynamical systam near a critical point. That is, for excita'

tions whose length scale ¡s greater than Ë the network appears uniform and

can best be described in tefms of the embedding Euclidean geometry' Fot

exc¡tat¡ons whose length scale is less than Ë the network appears fractal'

This should be a more reasonable model as a starting point for correlating

experimentally.observedphenomenawithfractalbehaviot.Thisisbecause
thenetwofkinthisperspectiveisproperlytegardedasanintelconnect¡onof
fractalswhosecharacter¡sticlength{nowdependsupontheamountofhydro.
genlncorporatedintolhenetrvork.ThisconceptwillalsoplayaPrgdominant
rolointhêdependenceofthedcconductivityand¡tsdependenceuponIorH'
The emphasis now is not only on determlning the etfect of a fractal lattice but

alsoondeterminingtheramificationsofaffactaltohomogeneouscrossover'
This premise led orbach et.al, to predict an lncrease ¡n ths vlbrational dens¡ty

of statos dus to ths phonon{raclon transit¡on. This coniecture is retained in

the present work to imply an expected increasg ln lhs electronic density of

states.
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The discüssion begins with a brief dlgresslon to the problsm of a random

walker confined to a fractal cluster. Gefan et,al. [ô.19] have shown that for

diffusion on a slngle cluster the mean distance traveled at time t is aPprox¡'

mated by

<¡21¡¡7 "=¡zl?+e\ 
(6'15)

where the cluster contalns s sltes within a linear fange t"= s1/iÏ , 0 is ths

appropfiato exponent governing the range dependence of the difft¡s¡on con'

stant. Tho number of distinct sites visited is then

^Js 

(f )= tðÍ2+o) (e'm)

when the spectral dimension is <2 the walker is confined such that it is prob'

able for the walker to return to tho or¡gin. The probability of remaining at the

origin at time f ¡s

<po(r)> = [fv, (f )]-1 = ¡-iI /(2+01 (6.17)

when the cluster is part of an infinite network the spectral density of states is

given as the Laplace transform of Equ. 6,17 and is of the form

N (El= Eld /(2+ø)l-1 (6.18)

which defaults to the parabolic rElation when l=3 and 0=0 (the Euclidean

case), upon conversion to ths vibrational density of states tho spectral

dimension is def¡ned as

- tl-d = r:- (6.19)- -2+e

The coetficient 2 was derlved from the vibrational density of states $rhero E

was replaced by -.2 in Equ.6.18 and premultiplied by o [6'17]'

Now the v¡bratlonal density of states may be expressed as

p(to)=.d -1 (6.20)

where fof the Alexande¡-orbach coniectufs d=4/s. Therefore, p(o) is

exp ected to vary as

p (ro)= .1/3 (ô'21)

This relation is shown in Fig.6.7, with the normal Erælidean casê shown for
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¡eference, upon comparison of the AO con¡ecture w¡th the exper¡mentally

determined phonon density of states (PDOS) for a -Si [6'18]'as shown ln

F1g.6.8, one is encouraged to suspect fractal behavior in pure a-Si' That is'

at least for a -si in the absence of hydrogen the phonon denslty of states

does not appear to vary as 12, as ln the translationally-invariant crystalline

case, btit lather p (ût) varies in an approximately linear' or even sublinear'

manner. lt should be ment¡oned that ths primary region of intefest to us ln

Fig,6,8 is the v¡bfational speclra below '10 mev. This pfesents some difficulty

as there is little data available at this time for the v¡brat¡onal propert¡es of

a -Si:H ¡n this reglon'

p (u')

! ractal p (to) = .u;-1

" Euclideøn P(or) = to2

@c o. ol

Figure6,7:Dsns¡tyofvibrationalstates,Thesolidcurverepresents
thã crossover from the Phonon to fracton regimes [6'17]'

orbach also considefed the phonon-fracton crossover frequency and

argued lt to behave as ú'co = Ê-(1-ol2'' ' Near this crossover an increase in p(o)

is expected to result tfom the normalization condit¡on fof integration over (,

which must be unity regardless of whether kactal or Euclidean. The conse-

quences of this conjectured lncrease in the DOS is shown as lhe solid curve in

Fig.6.T,BaseduponFig'6,7andFig.6'8one¡sledtoconcludethatforpure
a_Sithecorfelat¡onlength(isseentobggu¡telarge,whørøthetêfmquite
large will be quantified presently' That is, there does not appear to bs

sutficlent evidence of a phonon-f racton crossover in puf I a -si :H or ¡t ¡s res-

trictêdtoaverysmallvalueofr¡.F¡omFig.6,siftherewersaphonon.ffacton
crossover it would have to be restricted to a value of energy < 4 meV, where

! would be on the order of > 40 Å [6.17]' As this does not appear to be the
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case in vievy of tho limited data avallabler we assume that Ë is at least 40

for a -Si and probably larger, on lhe ordeÌ of 100 A'

o
A

.c;
L

a4
o
aq
L

â

o-

I

0 ¿t0 80

hv(meV )

Figura 6,8: V¡brational density of states for pure a -Si [6'18]'

There is one further point which should be noted at this timê. lf the Ao

conjectule@=aþ|istobeappliedtotheclassoffractalscorrespond¡ngto
a-si:H, the electronic density of states ¡s expected to d¡verge at the origin'

This is ev¡dent from Equ.6.18 and Equ.6.19' where

i-t
N(E)= gà'79,-1/3 (6'22)

This does not appear to be the case for purs a -Si with Ë ã (OO Å)' We now

turn our attention to fractals for which the AO conjectufe does not apply'

6.4.1.3. Nonhomogeneous Fractals as Approprlato RePresentations of

a -Si:H
Recently Leyvraz and stanley [6,20] considersd the dsf¡nition of the class

of fractals for which tha AO con¡ecture appliês, Their resuhs indicate that the

Ao conjec.ture does not generally apply to non-homogeneous fractals, where

the term non-homogeneotls fractals ¡efers to stfuc'tures such as sierpinski
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gaskets and percolatlon backbones' As we ars thus far uncommitted to the

typeoffractalstrr¡ctutea-Simayrepresent,wewillpresentafurtherdiscus-
sion útconstrained by the AO conjecture and attempt to present consistênt

argumonts which as a consequence show a -Si:H to be best considered as

non-homogeneous. Rsmember that pure a -Si has been argued to possess

a correlation length Ë of approximately (1OO Ã¡' anO that from Fig'6'8 and

Equ'6,20dcanbededucedtobeapproximately2.Thisleadstoaconstant
elsctlonic DOS

d.
lV(E) = Eã-' = constant (6'23)

or even a slightly d¡vergent DOS in tho fractal regime, Recall that at snergies

lessthanthatcorrespond¡ngtothephonon-fractoncrossovefoneexpects
N (E) to vary as E1/2'

Assuming now that ã = 2, one ls led to consider consequences of relat-

ing d to d- and 0,where

-Eo ="h (6'24)

Now ã'= 2+e, and as I ¡s to be greaterthan á, e is seen to be pos¡tivs. we

also know that lf d- ls to be a legitimate fractal dimension it must be less than

d, where d was the dimension of thE embedding Euclidean space' Now we

have an indication of ths f ractal dimension associated with a -Si:H ' namely

2= d- =3, lf one were to afgus that the case where ð' = 3 simply

correspondstodefaultingtogdEucl¡deanspace'onswouldbeforcedto
explain an energy-momentum dispersion relat¡on E = k2+0'] whero 0 would be

lfromEqu.6,24,Thgotherextremeisboundedald-=2byould¡mension
lnequality relation and our experimentally deduced value of ã = 2 to¡ unhydro-

genatoda-si,lnanyeventtheDosisaPproximatelyconstantforenergias
beyond that corresponding to the crossover frequency'

NowthesituationisasdepictedinF¡g.6'g,wherethoEr¡clideanandfrac.
tal Dos are sketched. At this time we ¡ecall the second conjecture of orbach

[6.17],whichpredictsânincroasointhgdensityofstatesatthePhononfrac-
toncrossover'ThisincreaseorbumpintheDosisexpectedtobenearthe
energy cor¡esponding to the correlation length € as sketched in Fig'6'10'

Theoreticallyth¡sconJecturehasbeendemonstratedbycalculations
basedupontheeffectivemediumapproximation[6.21],Experimentally''
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/V (E) = E ErPerimentallY observed

log.v(E)
il(E) = ErQEuclidean

il(E) = Constant lractat d=2

N (e) = 6d fz-t

divergent å <2

logE

Figure 6.9: N (E) vs. E lllustrat¡ng ths consequences of fractal
geometry,

evidence has been derived supporting th¡s con¡ecturs from the v¡brational Dos

for fused silica [6.22], this figure ls reproduced in Fig.6'11. For fused silica I
has been sstimated to be approximately 40 Ã, at a crossover frequency

corresponding to = l THz or = 4 mev, We believe this should also

cofrespond at least to u,ithln an order of magnitude of where the electronic

excitations should undergo an Euclidean to ffactal cfossover. The following

discussion illustrates this point, Ths oPtical measurements as ¡vell as the

inverse photo-emission experiments rsveal a linear DOS for excitation ener-

gies approximately 2OO-4OO mev above the mobility edge, Assuming that the

energy of ths electron is 200 meV above the bottom of the conduction-band

edge, we can approxlmate its velocity from the crystalline case' (i.e.

e = 1/2 m'vzl. Assuming a slmilar effective mass the group velocity ¡s

approximately Sxlosm/s. Knowing the group velocity as well as ths electron

energy, the etfeclive wavelength ls lmmediato (r = OOÅ), within an order of

magnitude of the experimentally-determined value for fused sillca. Recall that

we are attempting to explain a llnear var¡ation ¡n the electronic Dos, and that

ou¡ initial attempt rnilizing fractals directly led to variat¡ons in opposition to the

variations we required to exPlaln the expar¡mentally-observed phenomena'
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loe N(E) fractal
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Euclidean

EË

log E

F¡gure 6,10: C¡ossove¡ of the elect¡onic density of states at the ensr'
gy correspond¡ng to the correlation length Ë.

From the above discussion the linear variation of electronic DOS may be ssen

to be a consequonce of the phonon{racton crossover' which in the case of

tho electronic DOS ls mofe appropr¡ately called an Euclidean{f actal cross-

over.

A question which must also be addressed ls the rola of hydrogen in an

amorphous network f¡om a fractal perspect¡ve, ln view of the limited exper¡'

mental data available at thls timo the followlng discussion is speculative, but

¡llustrates, the d¡rection for future research which may unravsl th¡s important

quesiion. At least two parameters can be argued to vary as w¡lh lhe H con-

tent, È and d.

The dependence of the spectral dimension d will also effect both d- and e

in a similar manner to that previously discwsed. The major consequence

would arise from the electronic DOS (N(E)) at large values of E, that is' for

values of E corresponding to the fractal regime, ln the fractal regime lV(E)

varies as A /Z-t, as swh, Â/(E) in the fractal regime should yisld information

aborn á. Figure 6,12 lllustrates t'/(E) of a-Si:H after d¡fferent annealing

periods [6.9]. As ¡t is wsll established that the annealing reduces the H
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Figure6,11:Experimentallydeterminedvibrationaldensityofslates
fo¡ fused silica [6.22].

content of the films, and from Fig,ô'12 we can speculate thal á decreases with

increasingHcontent,Therefore,fromtheavailabledata(Fig.6.8and6'.12)we

"r" 
,"0 tJ associate ã = 2tor pure a-Si and a decreasing á as H is incor'

porated into the network,

ThecolrelationlengthÊisalsomostlikslyHdependent,althoughthereis
limiteddataavailableatthepresentt¡metodeterminethisdependence.As(
¡sassociatedwithacross{verfromEuclideantofractalgeometry'lnformation
regarding its dependence upon the H content can be extracted from detailed

phonon DOS where the H content would bs a parameter' The region of

interest would bs ¡n the fHz range' Although there is no experimental data

forthephononDosavailablefora_Sj:H,therearerecentresultsontho
partialphononDosfora-Si:H.TheseresultsaroreproducedinFig.6.lS'
As can be seen from the figure the partial phonon DOS for thê H modês are

betweenthephononDosforpurea-SiandthephononDosforc-Si.ln
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Figure 6,12: Effect of hydrogen on lhe electronic DOS and hence d

[6.s].

any event, the contribut¡on to the full phonon DOS for a -Si :H can be argued

to incfease the dependence of the phonon DOS upon (¡), although l¡ttls can bo

said concerning ths dependence of Ë at this time.

The abova discussion suggests several experimental tests fof the notion

of a decreasing d with increasing H incorpotation, as well as the dêpendencs

of € upon H incorporation, specifically determination of N(E) and p(<o) as

fqctions of hydrogen contont. combined, these experiments w¡ll also provide

exper¡mental values for ã , d-, and 0 in the amorphous silicon network, and

detefmine the etfect of H on Ë, Ditficulties assoc¡ated with mofe detailed

measurements are pr¡marily a result of data corruption due to localized states.

ln summary, we have shown ¡n this section that the experimental data for

the electron and phonon DOS in a-si:H are consislent with 8n underlying

ffactal structure fof a -si:H. Furthermore wo havs shown that the ¡ncrsase in

the Dos rgquired to explain the experimental data can arise only as a consê'

quence of a Euclidean-f raclal crossover. ln the ftactal fegime for puro a -si
the ffacton dimension appoars to be approximateþ 2, rvith the fractal dimen'

sion lying belween 2 and 3. Tho f racton dimension is furthsf found to
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Figure 6,13: Hydrogen partial vlbrat¡onal denslty of states for a -Si:H
[6.18],

decreass as hydrogen is incorporated into the amorphot¡s silicon network.

Both the eleclronic and vibrational DOS is consistent rv¡th a character¡stic

length (Ë) associated wlth the Euclidean-fractal crossovef on the ofder of 100

A for a-si:H. At the present time, based upon tho exPer¡mental data it ¡s

diff¡cult to determine the dependence of g upon the H content'

6.4.2. Fractals and Dlsperslve Transport

At this t¡ms anothef brlef digression ¡s required for the discussion of

dispersive transport. The following is adapted from Mott and Davis [6.23]'

scher and Monlroll [6,13], scher and Pfister [6,24], and particulafly the insight-

ful book by Zallen [6.25], ln ths context of amorphous sem¡conductors the

term dispersive transport is genefally fegafded as the anomalous behavior

observed in transient photoconductiv¡ty or time of tlight expariments. ln the

case of c -s¡ transient photocondrctivity is utilized to detefmine the transit

time and hence the dr¡ft mobility. Typically a 'sandwich' arfangement is

employed in the experimgnts, with ong electrode being semi-transparent.

when arranged as shown ln Fig.6,14 a), the semi-transparent eleclrode allows

for a short pulse of strongly absorbed photons to ¡niect cartiers into the
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samplginthgvicinityofthaelectrode.lmmediatelyafterthecreationofthe
electron hole palrs, they are pulled apañ by the high field' Under condltions

where thê injected charge is small compared to CsV where C" ls the sample

capacitanca,thointgrnalfieldwillfemainessentiallyconstantandthg6hgetof
charge created wlll drift to tho opposito electrode'

Normal Transport Dispersive Transport

r(Ð r(0

c)

hv

a)

b)

Figure 6.'14: Trensient photo-conductivity [6'25]' â)Experimental set-

up. b)Normal transport. c)Dispersive transport'

The normally observed current transient ¡s shown in Fig'6'14 b)' the flat

region correspond¡ng to the sheet of chargs moving at a constant sPeed

across the sample ylelding a constant current' Upon reaching the back elec'

trode the current ceases. Tho timê ¡equlred to reach the back electrode is the

trans¡t timo t1, from which the mobility may be determined as

d*o=TÇ (6,25)

whefgdisthgsamplethicknessandFistheelgctr¡cfield.The.sheetof
chargeisdispersedbyGaussianstatisticsandassuchthecurrenttransigntis
roundêd off near tt . ln many amorphous materials including a -Si :H a

ditferent shapê to thg currsnt transignt is observed' The current decreases
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continuously and exlends to vgry long times; that is, there is not a clear tran-

sit t¡me tl as shown ln Fi9,6.14 c). Scher and Montroll [6.13] formulated a

theory based upon transport governed by hopping bstlveen localized states'

where hopping rEfets to phonon assisted quantum mechanical tunneling and

the localized states refer to solut¡ons to ths wave equat¡on localized to a
region of space. ln this cass, the trans¡t tlme ¡s illdef¡ned and cannot be

elilracted f¡om the current transient'

Distsnc€

Figure 6.15: Tims evolution of the charge packet or carr¡er density

profile [6.25], a)Normal transport. b)Dispersive transport.

ln ths case of normal transport as depicted in Fi9.6.15 a) the sheet of

charge has associated wlth it a Gausslan dispersion. For normal transport the

mean position is denoted x(t) and varies as t, and Ax(f ) is used to denote

the spread and varies as t1Æ, That is,

x(r) = ¡ and Ã,x(t)= ¡tlz (6,26)

The lineaf variation of x (t) cor¡esponds to conslant df¡ft mob¡lity. Figure 6,15

b) corresponds to tho carr¡er density profile for disperslve transport. Accord'

ing to the Scher and fvlontroll theory, subsequent to the strongly absorbed

short light flash and chargs separation, the carriers are d¡str¡buted at sites lvith

É

a

6
O

ii
I'
lr

a) Normal b) Dispers¡ve
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various onvironments, Transport ¡s then allowed to proceod via hopping on a

randomaffayofsites.somoofthelocalenvlronmentspermitths¡mmediate
motion of the carf¡ers biased by the electfic field which correspond to short

hops, A sLùstantial number of the carriers however remain near the region of

formation, awaiting a long hop' lt ¡s also argued that åt a later timo a number

oftheshorthoppelsw¡llgncountefalonghopandbedelayed'lfthecumula.
t¡vedelaytlmeassoc¡atedwiththesestatisticaltyfewerlonghopsisonthe
order of time required for fast carriers to traverso the sample' the anomalous

propert¡es of cartier transporl are to be expscted' To mathematically account

forthedispersivotransport,thefluctuationinhoppingtimêwasmodeledasa
probabilityfunction{,(t).Essentiallywearelettwithabiasedlandomwalker
with wêighted hopping times. This was a most remarkable result, in that vari.

ationsof{,(t)mappedintophysicallydifferenttransportprocesswhichcould
all be treated wlth¡n the realm of random walkers' With Ù(f ) = We-wt' the

case coresponding to an otdered system with a unique transition rats tv ' 
the

spatialdistributionofthecarfierpacketisasshownlnFig6,15a),correspond.
ingtoanorderedsystemwlthoneunlquetfans¡tion.lnordertomodelaspec.
t¡um of transition rates in a disorde¡ed system {,(f ) must be slowly varying in

f.Afeasonablgù(f)wasthenpostulatedtobeanormalizedfunction|vithan
aþebraic tail

r!(t) = 1-(r+c), 0( <r( 1 (6'271

lnd¡catinganextremelylonghopping.timedistributlon.Whenthslnverse.
powef tail Ú(f ) exists, a considerable number of the carfiers remain at the

pointofformationforalongperiodoft|me.Thgcarrierswhichimmediately
undergofasthopswilleventua|lybecomeimmobilizedatasiteawaitingaþng
hop, reducing their contributlon to tho current until they escaps' The propagat-

ing packet wlll have the form shown ln Fig'6'15 b)' The peak of the Gaussian

packetandthemeanofthecarriefdistribrnionarglocatedatthosameposi.
tionandmove$,iththesameveloc¡ty,whereasforthedispersivetransportthe
mean car¡ier dist¡ibúion propagates with a velocity which decreases Yvith time

as lt separates from the peak which remains nearly fixed at the point of origin

of the carriers. Given also that the packet spreads with the advancing mean

lnanidenticalfashion,thgfelationswhichleplaceEqu'6.26areasfollowsfor
disperslve transport:

x(t)= fq and[x(t)= f" (6'28)
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where

0< a( 1 (6'29)

ln this case the current may bo expressed as I = # = te-l' As a<lthe

curfentanddriftmobilityafgseentodecreasewithtimg,evenintheabsence
ofanabsofblngboundary'ThEcurrentstartstodecaypriortoanycarrlers
reaching the back contact. Asymptotically for x (t)>> L when few carriers are

left uncollected, the cuffenl has been derived by scher and Montroll fo¡ a

non-Gaussian, non-Markotfian transport process and has begn shown to have

the form I (t) = ¡-(r+c)'

oneofthgprimarytestsofth¡smodelwasderiveddirectlyfromthe
experimentaldata;namely,whenlhgtransientphotocurrentwasplottedas
log/ -logt, the slopes corresponding to the two time regimes add to '2' This

has now become standard experimental practlce when analys¡ng time of ffight

experimentsonamorphoussemicondrctors.Thedemarcationbetweenthe
extrapolated lineal regimes is denoted tt¡atstt ' FOr I ( ltrans¡t thê current

decays steadily as the carriers slow down due to the large spread of {,(t); this

impliesadecreasingvelocityandobviouslyanllldefinedmob¡lity.For
t ) t¡¡6¡s¡¡, such that a sign¡f¡cant number of carriers have been collected at the

back contact, two parallel pÍocesses cause the current to decrease: ths con'

tinuedreductioninthecarriers'velocity,andtheirnumberdecreasingw¡th
t¡me as they arg collected'

Mechan¡sms argued to be responsible for anomabus transport are l)

erilended stats transport interruPted by a continuous distr¡but¡on of trapping

êventsandii)hoppingwithinamanifoldoflocalizedsites.Thesetwomechan.
isms are completely different ln that hopping enables transport whereas trap'

ping impedes transport. ln any evont, both can bs argusd to yield a long tail

tothewaitingtimedistr¡butlon{'(f)'Assuchdispersivstransportdoesnot
appoar to be tho arena for making this distinction'

The method of analysis employed by Scher and Montrol to describe

dispersive transport ls called the continuous t¡mo random walk (CTRW)' ln

effgctthotfansportpfocesswasmodgledbyobservationsofarandomwalker
on a regular lattica, and the disorder was emulated through the wait¡ng t¡me

distr¡bution rþ(t), whlch for dlsperslve transport displayed a long-time tail'

RecantlyBlumenet,al,[6,26]presentedanalternativoperspective'basedupon
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the realization of selÊsimilarlty and hence the use of fractal concepts'

Thelr procedure is to consider the walker on a determlnistic fractal w¡th

fixed stepping frequencies. This methodology is dual to tha CTRW' ths pr¡-

mary ditference being that on a ffactal the disorder is spatially induced,

whereas in the oTRW modêl lho disorder is temporally inducsd. The most

likely manifestation of disorder-induced phenomena involves both spatial and

temporsl disorder, and this is in effect what Blumen et.al,[6.26] proposed.

Their wo¡k was an attempt to qualitatively identity behavior ln which eithet

temporal or spatlal disorder could dom¡nâte.

The folbwlng discussion explains how the sPatial and temporal disorder

combinê when consider¡ng transPort on a deterministic fractal when a waiting

time d¡stribrrtlon ¡s takên into account. The mean distance travelod by the

walker in time f ¡s <r¿1t¡> where

.rt(tl, = i<r,ltx"(r) (6.30)
n=O

where < rn2> ¡s the avorage distance traveled in n steps and ¡(t) is the pro'

bab¡l¡ty of having performed exactly n stePs ln time f ' For fractals < rn2> ls

averaged over all start¡ng points and over all directions of the lndividual steps'

It is well established that <fnz> = nã¡a where d- is the fractal (Hausdorff)

and á is the spectral (fracton) dimension. The probability ¡n(t) and rf(f )(the

waiting t¡me dlstr¡bution) are related vla their Laplace transforms [6'27]

r [x" (f )] = xø (u ) = tù(u )ln ll=*(c]I (6.31)

therefo re

tt<É(r)>l = <É(u)> = [1-{,(u)]u-ri nrtr¡(u)ln (6.32)
n=0

where 1 = d /A. The deterministic fractal called ths Sierpinski gasket has an

analyt¡cal form for both d- and á, tne fractal dimension as we have seen has

õ = ln (d +1)ln2 whereas the spectral dimension ã = 2tn(d +1lín(d +3),

where d is the dimension of the embedding Euclidean space' Since á < d-,

.y= 1, recalling thal for regular lattices ct = õ = d and r = I' Blumen et'al'

derived the long tima behav¡or of <f¿(t)> by evaluating the Laplaca

transform as u - 0. lf lhe first momsnt 11 of rþ(f ) is finite
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rr = J ù(t)fdt
0

thon qr(u ) = 1-r Lt for small u, from whlch

t t<É(l)> I = "' ! nt1,¡1, ¡!' =', {
n=0 0

= ril(r +1X-ln ù(u ))-r-t

Examples where the first moment of rþ(f ) are valid are wa¡ting timo distribu'

tions associated with a single trap level, such that, Ù(f ) = r llexp (-t /tJ. Util'

izing the following Tauberian theorem [6.13]

Theorem 6,f: ll I (ul= Au-fr as u- 0 with k>0, then

g(tl= //.k-1[(k) as t- æ, when ¿[s(t)] = f (ul, A being a con'
stant.

the variation in the mean distance traveled ls obtained as

.É(r)r = 1!¡r (6.3s)
1l

where 1 = d /d-. The corresponding current is derived immediately as

I = 1.!¡-lr-r) (6,3ô)
1l

¡dentical to that derived by Scher and Montrol for a long tail waiting time distri'

bution on a regular latt¡cs.

When a waiting time distribution with a long tail srch as

ü(t)= t-1-",0<a<1 (6.37)

¡s incoÌporated into the discussion of the fractal lattice, the f¡rst moment 11 no

longer gxists and for small u

,1,(u) = l-f(l-aluo/r (6.38)

such that

<l¿1t¡> = ¡"r (6.39)

from which tho Íesults for current are again immediate and again consistent

xlexlnl'(u)dx

(6.33)

(6.34)
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with sxperimenlal observations.

Equation ô.39 indicates that a and 1 combine multiplicatively, and since

both are less than unity so is lhe product. tt is also evident that many combi-

nations of temporal and spatial coefficients yield degenerale prodrcts. As

srch tho diffusion coefficient D (f ) = ¿"1-l is not an accurate critêrion for the

detefmination of disorder. ln any event, this section has indicated that an

explanation based upon hactals is consistent with experimentally observed

anomalolrs transport in a -si:H. Blumen el.al. [6,2ô] have also indicated that

an occupation function may rygll be a better cr¡terion for assessing the contfi-

búion of e¡ther spatial or temporal disordet.

This seclion has demonstrated how exPerlmentally observed dispersive

transporl ln a -Si :H can be qualitatively understood ¡n torms of fractal

phenomena. Several additional points are in order at this time: l) ln ganeral

hole transport in a -s¡:H is disperslve while electron transport ls usually

dispersive only below foom temperature; ¡¡) the dispersive nature of the elec-

tron transport appears to be dependent upon the fabrication process; ii¡) the

data available from the literaturê has associated with ¡t considerable scatter

and; iv) tho dispersion parameter is ln general unequal in the two conduction

regimes and is temperature dependent, These inconsistenc¡es with slmple

theory have been attributed to: i) poor uniformity of the electric field ln the

samptes caused by a non-uiform density of states in the gap; ii) neglect of

snergy and field dependences associated with trap capture cross'sections, and

iii) oversimplified assumptions for the trap distribution. clearly the experimen-

lal results retlect the insuff¡c¡ency of the simplified theories at least for a -Si:H '

The difficulties encountered with a simplified theory based solely upon tem'

poral disorder lend support to the argument for incorporat¡ng a fractal per-

spect¡ve based çon spatial disorder. ln conclusion we have shown in this

sectlon that not only is the tempofal parameter c important for describing

dispersive tfansport, bü that attention to thê spatial disorder parameter I is

also required for a more comPlete understanding of transport in a-Si:H' To

th€ best of our knowledge this ls the f¡rst time the spatial disordef parameter

has been discussed in connection with a -Si:H.
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6.4.3. Fracte!3 and the dc conductlvlty

This sect¡on considers the explanation of the dc conductivity within the

realm of fractals and in particular of percolatlon phenomena. A brief digres'

sion will again precede thê more specific dlscusslon regarding a -Si:H '

The virtue of the percolat¡on model lies in being able to analyze severely

disordered systems ln a very simple manner. The percolation model has been

applied 1o a wide variety of problems; these include electronic conduction and

magnetism wherE at lhe percolation threshold the system mdergoes either a

first or second order phase transition. underlying the concept of percolation

theory is ths ab¡l¡ty to vary the degree of tha ¡ntefconnections pfesent in eithar

an ordered or disordered system, Classically, percolation theory provides

one wilh a sharp transition at which the long'range connecl¡v¡ty either appears

or disappears depending upon how one approaches the percolation threshold.

One of the best ¡llustrative examples of percolation theory is the example

of the vandalized grid 16,251. In this classic example a crazed saboteur

armed with w¡re{utters randomly cuts the links of a commun¡cation graph as

sketched in Fig.6.16. The percolation model pred¡cts a threshoH at which the

long+ange connêct¡vlty disappears, lntuitively one would exp ect this threshold

to be when the saboteur has cut approximately 5Oo/o ol the links' At this time

we would question the virtug of utilizing percolation theory when our guess

was quite accurate. Thls also happens to be the only example where our intui'

tlon would yield the correct answer, and the virtue of the percolation model

remains unscathed. lf the saboteur were to remove tho nodes associated lvith

the bonds he would only be required to remove 41oÁ of them before the com'

munication network would fall apart'

A more appropriate illustratlon for our purposes ¡s to interPret the com-

munication graph as an electrical network lvhere thê intact bonds are conduc'

lors and present a low impedance path for conductlon, wh¡le the broken bonds

are, conversely, hlgh ¡mpedance paths as seen by the carr¡ers. As the bonds

are cut in a random fashlon the current decreases as shown in Fi9.6.17'

Denoting the fraction of uncut bonds as p and thê corresponding current as

I (pl, t (pl is se€n to decrease with decreasins p. l(P) continues to decrease

until a c¡ltical bond concentrat¡on is reached, denoted pc , at which point

,(p) =0. For p < pc thera 16 no current path and lþ) remains ldentically

ze¡o. This model for electrical condtEtion is useful for the analysis of tran'

sport ¡n amorphous semiconductors, and looks particularly promising for
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Figure 6,16: The Vandalized Gtid [6.25].

describing transporl in a -Si:H, where decreasing p above p" ls analogous

to ¡ncreasing the hydrogen concentration. Physically, the Si'H bonds are

strûnge¡ than the Si-Si bonds; therefore, associated with the Si-H bonds a¡e

largo potential fluctuat¡ons in both the valence- and conduct¡on-bands, For the

case of electron transport the potential fluctuations represent a large barrier or

lmpedance effectively reducing the conductiv¡ty, As more hydrogen is ¡ntro'

duced ¡nto the network thg electron sees more potential barriers and as a
consequence ths conductiv¡ty decreases,

The¡e are sêveral othgr very ¡ntgresllng phenomena associated with tha

percolation model; these are part¡cularly well presented by Zallen [6.25]' The

following discr¡ssion will briefly outl¡ns the four most fundamental, of which two

are directly relevant lo our discussion regard¡ng a -Si:H.

6.4.3.1. P (p ); The percolstlon probabll¡ty

Above the percolation th¡eshold there ex¡sts an infinite cluster of con'

nected sltes or bonds. The percolat¡on probability P(p) ¡s the probab¡lity

associated with randomly chosing a s¡te or bond which belongs lo tho infinite

cluster. P(p) ¡s ¡dentically ze¡o to¡ P < Pc and remains ldenlically zero unt¡l
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Figure 6.17: The conductance parameter in the percolation model.

the concentration of connections reaches pc. At P", dP (p)/dp becomes

infin¡te; eventually as p - 1, P(P) approaches p. This is a consequence of

the infinite cluster swallowing W the finite clusters. The explosive gÌowth of

P þ) illustrates the way finite clusters link up to the ¡nfinite cluster of the perco'

lation path, Since thE newly acquired finile cluste¡ is now part of the infinite

cluster it also contributes to P(p). The behavior ot P(pl as a funct¡on of p is

sketched in Fig.6.18, P(p) is analogous to spontaneous magnet¡zation

observed when the temperatwe falls below a critical value. At criticality P þ)
scales with a lattlca independent crltlcal exponent,

6.¡1.3.2. o(p)¡ The conductlvltY

o (p ) reflects the macroscopic conductivity of our random resistor network'

Below p" , oþ) is identically zero, As p passês through P", o(P) gradually

increases, unl¡ke tho bshavior ol P(p)' That is to say, do(pl/dp =g ¿1

p = pc. Physically th¡s ¡s easy to ¡¡derstand; the new clusters wh¡ch are

linkêd to the lnfinite cluster iust above pc contr¡bute directly to P(p)' i'e. all the

bonds or sltes from the tinite cluster now are part of the lnfinite cluster. Not ell

of these bonds or sltes will be capable of canying current; as such they do not

1.0
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contrlbutê to oþ), As p increases beyond p" so does the portion of the per-

colation path capable of carrying current, and as P * l all portions of the

percolation path contribute. The conductivity o(p) is shown ¡n Flg'6.1f1' An

analog of thê conductiv¡ty is the elast¡c constant for a mechanical gtid. The

percolation path capable of carrying curÌent at P = Pc is called lhø backbone.

This backbone is extremely torturous, and as a result of lhis tenuous nature

the backbone at pc has associated with it a fractal dimension. This fractal

d¡mens¡on ¡s somewhat less than the dimenslon of the percolation lattice. One

additional feature to mention aboul o(p) ¡s that it is also controlled by a criti-

cal exponent near threshold.

6,4.3.3. say; The mean cluster sÞe

The cluster s¡ze distr¡bution, usually expressed as a discrete function' is

defined as the ntmber of clusters of size s. The mean cluster size is denoted

såy and grows as p is increased from 0 to Pc, sav is initially unity as singlets

account for the majority of the finite clusters. As p increases larger finite clus-

ters are formed and sr" increases. At cÌ¡ticality s", diverges as a c,onse'

quence of the presence of the infinite cluster as shown in Fi9.6.18. An analog

of the mean cluster size is the magnetic suscept¡bil¡ty. of additional interest is

that at the percolation threshold s8y also scales with a critical exponent'

6,4.3.4. lrn; The character¡etlc length

Ths characteristic length l"n is the averagê spanning length of the finite

clusters, and is usually defined below p", The quant¡ty ,av is analogous to the

correlation length in phass transitions. /av describes ths geometric growth of

the clusters below threshold, Above threshold, strictly speaking lav = * ,

althowh above pc, 1"" is sometimes used to charac'ter¡ze the clusters that do

not belong to the lnf¡nito clustof, As ths large finite clusters are more teadily

consumed by the infinitê cluster, lr" above the percolation threshold mirrors

,ay betow threshold. One of the most ¡mportant and striking aspscts cons¡der-

ing the numbe¡ of s¡tes or bonds as a function of the clusters length is that

these two parameters do not scalg as lhe dimension of ths percolation prob'

lem, i.e. they are f ractals! Again we see that /r, scales with a critical

exponent near threshold. At cr¡t¡cality /"" diverges as a consequencs of the

formation of the infinite cluster as shown in Fig,6'18.
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Figure 6,18: Behavior of the character¡st¡c parameters associated
w¡th the percolation model; say /",,o þ),P (p ) [6.25].

6.4.3,5. Percolatlon and a-S¡:H

The percolation model appears well suited to a -Si:H sem¡conductors, in

that the hydrogen can be v¡ewed as lnducing the removal of available conduc-

tion paths, Since we are also attempting to classify a -S¡:H as a network

which undergoss a Euclidean-f ractal crossover, the percolation model with its

fractal dimension finite clusters supports this notion. Ths support for this lies

¡n experimontal results, which for the most Part are computsr s¡mulation stu-

dies. These st!¡d¡es relato the number of sites to the length of finite cluslers

through a fractal dimension below threshold, while iust above threshold this

0.8

0 0.4 | o.o
Pc
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disparity vanishes 8s tho fractal dimension collapses to the underlying

Er¡clidean dimension. Of the 4 quantlties which are most often assoc¡ated w¡th

percolat¡on theory, ø has the most signlf¡cance when consider¡ng tfansport in

a -Si :H . Recall that based upon experimental results and our disct¡ssion

regarding the electronic density of states, lt was difficult to determine tho H

dependence of the corrElatlon length (Ë)' Directly applying the percolation

model we arE led to associate lncteasing hydrogen with decreasing p ' This is

based upon relating o to both p and hydrogen content' With this cor¡ospon-

dence made, wo now consider the effect of hydrogen content uPon the corre'

lation length (, or equlvalently upon lhs crossover frequency <'r"o, As there is

a non-zêro condrctivity, we are ln the regime P > Pc. Under these condit¡ons

,av, the averago slze ctuster ¡,e. those not already consumed by the infinite

cluster, decreases w¡th lncreaslng hydrogen content, ln this case ths cross'

over frequency <o"o ls proportional lo p -pc [6.21]' oI lnversely to tho hydro-

gen content. As lhe crossover ffequency is also inversely proportional to the

correlation length, it follows that the correlation length is proportional to the

hydrogen content. Therefore, we conclude that the correlat¡on lgngth t scales

w¡th the hydrogen contenl. lf in the fr¡ture the experimental evidence indicates

that the coffelation length varies in an inverso manner with the hydrogen con-

tent, the basic percolation model would have to be modif¡ed. A suggested

modification would be as follows.

The alternative explanation is based upon the following: i) p" is not well

defined for o, in that the presence or absence of the bonds do not retlect

impedances of O and fl2, but rather impedances Flr and R2; ä) Pc is not well

defined for /"", in that the finite clusters are highly ramified, and as such those

that ars loosely coupled to the infinlte cluster should in fact also contr¡bute to

1""; and iii) the percolation threshold pc has a distinct value fo¡ both the onset

of condrction as well as the divergence of ths average cluster sizs, Based

upon these ideas we argus that: l) p" is decreased for o, in that conduction

can still take place even befofe an infinite cluster of low impedance bonds are

formed and; ii) p" is effec{ively increased for lrn , in that the clusters loosely

coupled to the infinile cluster are now also inclr.ded in the calculation of /"".

These concepts afe shown in Fig,6.€. Now if we associate increasing hydro-

gen with decreasing p, and confine our region of interest between the thres-

hold fo¡ o and ths threshold for lrp the correlation length decreases with an

increasing hydrogen content.
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Figure 6,fl: The modified percolation model for a -Si:H

ln conclusion, we have shown in this section that the dc conductivity of

a-Si:H maps well into a percolation problem, The percolation model has

assoc¡ated with it a Er.þlidean-f ractal crossover conslstent with the lype of

structurs we were looking for. Directly applying tho percolation model one ¡s

lEd to conclr.de that as a higher degree of hydrogen is incorporated lnto the

amorphous network the correlation length governing the Etrclidean-f ractal

crossover is found lo lncrease. These findings are yet to be borne out by

experlment. lf the experimental results ars found to be at var¡ance with the

predictions of the direct percolat¡on model a mod¡f¡ed percolation model was

suggested to account for ths variance, The mod¡ficat¡ons were based upon
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assoc¡at¡ng f¡nite ¡mpedances with the presence or absence of bonds, and

associat¡ng a degree of coupling between the newly acquired finits clusters

and the infinite clr¡ster. These modifications led to associating distinct percola-

tion thrasholds for both o and 1"", We d¡d not disc{ss cluster growth methods

but suspect a var¡at¡on of multi-particle diffusion limited aggregat¡on.

6.5. Concluslons ot Chapter 6

We have shown ¡n this Chapter that a -Si:H can be describsd in terms

of fractal geomotry. We have presented an altsrnat¡ve pêrspectivs for the

understand¡ng of physical phonomena not well described by methods based

upon translational invariancE. The anomalous pholo-conductivity st¡ggested

that spatial disorder associated with a fractal lattice should also be lncor'

porated in future stud¡es. The experimentally observed linear variation in the

density of electronic states ¡ndicated that, lf fractal geometry wore to play a

role in describing a -Si:H, the presence of a Euclidean'f ractal crossover was

required. Based upon these ideas tho percolat¡on model was introduced rvhich

not only supported the experimentally observed dc conductivity, bú also sup'

ported the notlon of e Euclidean{ractal crossover. We have attempted to

¡llustrate seve¡al of the areas which must be addressed if fractal geometry is

to play a role ln describing a-Si:H. We have also tried to prov¡ds a forum

for further discr¡ssion Ìelating fractals to actual materials such as a -Si:H. ln

summary, we have drawn attsntion to somg of the most compelling conse-

quences of disorder which must ba addressed by any theory which attempts to

describe hydrogenated amorphous silicon.
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CHAPTER 7

coNcLusroNs

Althor.rgh deta¡lsd conclusions are presented at the end of êach chapter,

Chapter 7 w¡ll dellneatê the most lmportant f¡nd¡ngs of the overall stt¡dy.

ln Chapter 2 we presented a study of the effect of lncorporation of nltro-

gen into the a-Si:H network. Nitrogen did not act as a dono¡ impurity and is

most probably trivalenlly bonded ¡n the network. The photoconductivity to

dark conductiv¡ty ratio is improved by nittogen incorporation bul to a lesser

exlent than when both n¡trogen and weak boron doping ars present, The

material is rapidly developing ¡nto a th¡n film suitable for xerography as the

improved photo- to dark conductiv¡ty ratio ls primarily a resun of a decreased

dark conductiv¡ty.

ln Chapter 3 we presented a study of a-Si:H fabricated by microwave

glow discharge, The primary results of that work demonstrated that

microwave plasma processing for the f abrication of a -Si :H thin films

presents a viable alternativE to convent¡onal rf plasma processing techniques.

The development of the deposition system included magnetic conf¡nement of

the plasma, which albwed the exploitat¡on of plasma processing under condi-

tions of elect¡on cyclotron resonancg; specifically the power requirements were

reduced by an order of magnitude as compared to non-resonant plasmas.

The variation of the magnetic field confinement manifested itself in a transition

from microcrystallinê to an amorphots structure for the thin films fabr¡cated

under conditions described ¡n the text, The microwave plasma processing sys-

têm has application ¡n both thin film deposition as well as react¡vo-¡on-etch¡ng.

ln Chapter 4 we presented a study of a-Si:H fabricated by electron

beam evaporation, Hydrogen incorporation was facilitated by evaporation

under hlgh partial pressures of H 2, To further facilitate the incorporation of

atomic hydrogen a probe was placed in the reaction zone which drew primary

and secondary electrons lnto the Íeaction zone in an attempt to lonize and dis-

sociate the molecular hydrogen. The system was moderately st¡ccessful and

demonstratsd that the electron beam evaporation system may be a viable

system if hydrogen could be more effectively incorporated lnto the a -Si net-

work,
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ln Chapter 5 uro presentsd a study of a-Si:H as an alternative mater¡al

for archlval storago. The material is found to be well suited for both optical

and elect¡on beam interrogated systems, The ditferentiatlon between a stored

0 or 1 ls a resuh of either a change ln lhe absorption coefficient and hence

reflectivity or the conductivity which accompanies the concomitanl evolut¡on of

hydrogen as a result of sither laser or electron beam processing'

ln Chapter 6 we presented a discussion of fractal geometry as an aherna-

tive or complementary perspective for the study of disordered systems, ln par-

ticular of a -Si:H. We have shown that a -Si:H can be described in terms of

fractal geomstry, WE have presented an alternative perspective for the

underslanding of physical phenomena not well described by methods based

upon translat¡onal lnvariance, The anomalous photo-conduct¡v¡ty suggesled

that spat¡al dlsorder associated wlth a fractal lattica should also be incor'
porated in fr¡ture stud¡es. The experimentally observed linear variation in the

dens¡ty of electronlc states ¡ndicated that, lf fractal geometry wero to play a

role in describing a -Si:H, the presence of a Euclidean'fractal crossover was

rêquired, Based upon these ideas ths percolation model was introduced whlch

not only supported the experimental¡y observed dc conductiv¡ty, bt¡t also sup'

ported the notion of a Euclidean-f ractal crossover. We have attempted to

illustrate several of the a¡eas wh¡ch must be addressed ¡f fractal geometry is

to play a role in describing a-Si:H. We have also tried to provide a forum

for further discusslon relating fractals to actual materials such as a -Si:H ' ln

summary, we have drawn attentlon to somg of thê most compelling conse-

quences of disotder which must be addressed by any theory which attêmpts to

describe hydrogenated amorphous silicon,
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